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Challenging the United States: French Foreign Policy fiom 1944 1948

hndrew Hrycaj, M.A.

Concordia University, 2000
French foreign Policy benveen 1944 and 1948 is exarnined in terms of its successes in
reasserting a French international identiry retlecting a p o w r capable of holding its own

against the new superpowers of the world, Drawing upon the foreign policy documents of
France and the United States, an image of French ioreign poiicy as single-mindedly
focused upon renewing identity by manipulnting the negociations over the fiinire of
Germany becornes clear. For the most part histonans in the past have discussed this

policy in tsrms of its shortcomings since France failed to gain mmy of its immediate

goals. However, this thesis concludes that the immediate goals of French policy were
simply a means to an end. ïhe ceassertion of French international interaction and the

revival of French identity as free of foreign influence were the clear Iong term goals of
Foreign policy in the post-war penod. As Iong as France maintained the balance between

independence and foreign aid it viewed the policies of this period as a success
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Introduction

The end of the Second WorId War created a shift in traditional diplornatic
relations. The four strongesr European powers, Britain, France, Germany and the Soviet
Union. had suffered through half a cenwy of military and economic smfe. At the sarne
cime. political and diplornatic polarkation were increasing as the United States and the

Soviet Union both began to tlex their ideological muscles. Of ail nations, France felt this
change most intensely. Set adrift fkom its nadirional affection for power and glory by the
war and economically devastated, the French began to search for a new role that wouid
reassert French power and identity while providing sufficient flexibility to accept foreign
aid in an effort to rebuild their fractured infrastructure. The rnanner in which France
presented itself to the international community would becorne the dominant feanire of
this plan. French foreign policy was carefully crafied su as to never pubiicly
acknowledge its reduced position in the international community and to play an active
role in deciding the funire of Gerrnany and Europe. Granted an equal voice among the
Allies in Germany, France used its influence as an occupying power to promote its own
vision of posnvar Europe based on France as a bridge between East and West. Between
1941 and 1948, France attempted to restructure Europe in its own image through a

rnultifaceted foreign policy that always pointed back to irs old enerny Germany. Thus was
born the French Thesis.

French policy was founded on the belief that Germany was the ultimate cause of
its fall !?rom power and glory. The French Thesis assumed that to assure a permanent

retum to international power three events would have to occw: the Gerrnan threat would
have to be permanently removed througb decentralization and separation, the French

econorny would have to once more become self-sufficient by accepting reparations fiom
Germany in the form of coal and labour, and France would have to successfully balance
itself bcnveen the influence of the great powers by remaining aloof and independent.

This couId only be achieved by cxplaiting irs position on the Ailied Control Council in

Germany. Claiming not to be bound by agreements made in its absence, France set out to
hinder to work of the Control Council while proposing an alternative position. By

proposing a poIicy on Gemany that was different from that of the United States, France
created a lively rostrum for debate that kepc it at the forefront of international diplomanc

relarions and created the illusion of power. To French poIicy makers active, independent
e
over the ultimate shape of Europe was the only way to
participation in ~ h negotiations

reassert France's proper place as a leader of nations.

Lacking the economic or rniiitary clout ta directly cbdlenge the desire of the
United States to rebuild Europe based on a strong united peaceîd Germany, the French

launched a three-pronged diplornatic artack on their ally while happily accepting its aid to
rebuild at home. in Germany,France used its vote on the Allied ControI Council to

defeat any American mesure intended to cenmlize or revitalize Germany. On French
soi1 the governmenc used the popularity of the PCF (Parti Cornmunise Français) and the
nation's economic weakness to create the impression that any s w n g - a m diplomacy on

the Americans part would throw the country into the waiting arms of the "red menace."
French foreign policy reinforced this fear by constantly highlighting its assenion that
France \vas an independent entity that could chose to aIly itself with the Soviet Union or
to remain neutra! if it so chose. This created si disproportionate shift in power in which a
weakened France used Arnerican fears as a tool to control and stall the greaeer power's

European aims. Indeed, the French were very aware that one of rhe bulwarks of American
policy was maintaining France as a capitalist-oriented nation. Under these conditions and

threats, .herican policy makers took ihe possibility of a cornmunist France very
seriously.

The brilliance of French foreign policy during this period is evident in its success.

For a IStir-year period between 1944 and 1948, French foreign policy essentially dictated
the framework which shaped American diplornatic actions. The lack of any successful

centrdization of Germany, the massive "gifts" of foreign aid to France, and the
acknowledgement that France fistratingIy stood alone against American aims in Europe
were al1 due to actions taken under the urnbrella of the French Thesis. Only the

incrensing polarization of the Cold War and Iack of cooperation from the Soviet Union
Ied France to modifi its plans for Europe. Even then the French were able to smoothly

shift their allegiance toward the western camp, while maintainhg the ever-important
perception of independence and autonomy of action.

Chapter 1

Historiographical Overview

Many historians have incorrectly concluded that the beginnings of the Cold War
forced France to give up its autonorny by falling in with the United States and the West.
This conclusion is based on the belief that because France faiIed to achieve the role of
rnsdiaror between East and West or to achieve a11 its goals in Germany its policy was a
Mure. tn fact, Georges Bidault, Minister of Foreign Affairs for much of the penod
discussed, privately acknowledged France's weakened state, but adhered to the theory
that France was a proud nation whose foreign policy should hearken a r e m to greamess.
The question that many historians have faiied to ask is whether France achieved its goal
of findin; a new autonomous role in post-war Europe while maintaining its independent-

minded nature and rebuilding its economy.

An overview of the major works dealing with French foreign policy in the early
post-wu period shows a preoccupation with two thernes: economic recovery and the
future of Germany. That the focus is upon these two factors is not surpnsing for benveen
1944 and 1948 French foreign policy was focused on Germany and revitalking the

French economy was inseparably tied to it. What is surprising is the strong slant in the
historiography toward writing off French diplomacy during this period as a failure. With
the exception of a handful of historians, the vast major@ believe, at best, that France was
stalling the inevitabie and, at worst, that its policies served only to b t r a t e the efforts of
the United States to bting prosperity to Europe. However, it is erroneous to discourir

French efforts sirnply because the international situation shified drastically, While
France may have lost some of its battles, it did not lose the war for self-renewal and
i~spect.It was a remarkable feat for a nation so badly scarred by war and the stigrna of
dskat ro regain some measure of its past power through diplomatic manoeuwing alone.
This thesis clearly shows that despite a senes of policy failures culminating in the

expulsion of the Comrnunists Iiom the coalition government in 1948 the French policy of
independence rernained effective and very rnuch alive.

Those historians and political scientists who have argued that the failure of France
to remain neutral in the Cold War did not necessarily signal a faiIure of French post-war

aims understand the importance identity and perceptions played in re-establishing an
international presence for the nation. in parricular Alfred Grosser, Edward L. Morse,
Xnton W. DePorte and Alexander Werth al1 discuss French diplomatic actions as part of
a policy of grandeur. Grosser cornes closest to pomaying these years not in ternis of total

defeat or victory, but as a continuous shift benveen decline and renewal as France
struggled to find its place in a changing world. He attributes the quest for identity to the
policies and plans of Charles de Gaulle and concludes that the usually divisive French
political landscape was so cohesive on foreign policy rnarters because al1 of France was
concerned with re-establishing its international identity. Morse tends to cake his cues
fiom Grosser, relying heavily on him tr, back up his very similar thesis. Of the three
historians who discuss French policy in terms of identity, DePorte is the most Iikely CO
editorialize and speak of French failures as cornplete successes. His work is also the
most caught up in the rnyth and wonder of French grandeur.

In both La Quatrième République et la politique ertériwre (1961)and French
Foreign Policy Under De Gaulle (1965) Grosser forwards the thesis that the ultirnate

goal of French dornestic policy in the Fourth Republic was "national unity" and that this

unity, in the fonn of the state, was inevitably channeled toward "extemal ambition."'
Edward L. Morse argues a similar case in Foreign Policy and Inlerdependence in
Gatillisr

rance.'

Morse bases his discussion of the tactics used by France ro regain

sorne rneasure of international status by focusing on Grosser's statement that, "France is
no longer one of the great powers. How can her will to be aeated as an equal be
~ believes French policy,
reconciled with military and economic aid frorn o t h e r ~ ? " He
with its tone of independence, gained increased fieedom of movernent and action rhrough
"ractics of surprise, the use of negative policies to deny other States the achievement of
their goals, the manipulation of illusions that appeared to enhance French power, the
articulation of ambitious policies, the fostering of nationalism, and the consumrnate use

of arnbiguity that permitted flexibility both at home and abroad.''

The period between 1944 and 1948 is characterized by Grosser as represcnting a

shift in French policy aims. In 1944 foreign policy was geared toward security vis-a-vis
1

Alfred Grosser, French Foreign Policy Under De Gaulle, (Toronto: Linle Brown and
Company), 1965, p. 13,

'

Edward L. Morse, Foreign Policy and Interdependence in Gaullist France, (New Jersey:
Princeton University Press), 1973, p. 146.
3

Alfied Grosser, La Quarrième République et la politique extérieure, (Paris: Editions du

Seuil), 196 1, pp.397-98.
4

Morse, Foreign Policy, p. 18.

Germany while by 1948 policy was shifting toward restoring prosperity througb foreign

aid.' Grosser sees a conflict between tbese two goals. On the one hand France wanted to
establish its own guidelines for security against Germany, but encountered strong
resistance from the United States, which [vas the only viable source of fun& for French

econornic recovery. On the other hand, he notes that mich conflicrs are typical of
declining powers, but adds that a nation may shifi between decline and renewai many
times during a given periad. Hoivever, what Grosser fails to understand is that there
really was no sudden shift toward econornic concems in 1948, but rather a constant desire
to

find a balance benveen foreign aid and international auronomy. A quick review of The

Foreign Relations of the Unired Srares and L ;Innée Poliriqtre for the period

encompassing 1944 to 1948 shows that French officiais made economic recovery an
important part of their foreign policy."

Tt is interesting to note that Grosser chooses to discuss France's econornic

dilemma as a question of "whether it is necessary to renounce some sovereignty in order
to acquire.. . wider possibilities of action than if one retained national sovereignty
intact." His question vimally minon that asked by Georges Bidault and Jean Monnet
in 1946 when they were discussing how increased economic aid fkom the United States
would affect French autonomy. Looking at the policies of Bidault and Monnet, he cornes

Grosser, La Quatrième République, p. 2.
6

United States Departrnent of State, Foreign Relurions of the United Srates 1944-I948,
(Washington D.C. : Governrnent Printïng Ofice), 1983, and, L 'Année Po/ilique, 1944-1948,
(Paris: diti ions du Grand Siècle).
' Grosser, Frmch Foreign Policy, pp. 4.5.

to the correct conclusion that "France chose to function under the belief that reality is, in
part, what one rnakes it."' Morse agrees, noting this policy was intended to help reassert

French independence in the face of decline. The continual assenion of French leaders
that the nation had suffered only a temporary setback in status was simply a function of
this policy.g For Grosser and Morse the question clearly is whether a nation's deciine is
measured in rems of milita.

and economic clout or past glones, present beliefs and

future aspirations.

Likc Grosser and Morse, Anton W. DePorte understands that the goal of al1

French policy was the "maintenance of French secunty, which includes both the physical
integrity of the temtory and the maintenance of France's international power - of her
Great power

statu^."'^

An obvious admirer of Charles de Gaulle, DePorte attributes the

combative nature of French foreign policy to "his almost mystic patriotism and his
conception of the unique role of France in the world."" The importance of DePone's De
Gaulle 's Foreign Policy 1944-1946 is that it hearkens back to the manner in which

France presented itself to the world during the height of the French Thesis. He notes that

foreigners did not understand what the French were trying to accomplisfi. While French
stubbomness was intended to reassert the perception of a great power, 'Yhe incessant

3

Morse, Foreign Policy, p. 2 1.

10

.Anton W. DePone, De Gaulle S Foreign Policy 1944-1946. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press), 1968, p. 3.
LL

Ibid., p. 17.

-

official talk of French equality of rights and greatness the famous 'policy of grandeur' was irritating to many outside France who saw only her material ~eakness."~'Like the
diplomats who negotiated for France after the war, DePone believes that its policy on
Gerrnany showed an i ~ e strength
r
and fonvard-looking charmer. He postulates that
without French interference Gemany mi& have fallen under Soviet domination. By
preventing the creation of a central Gennan government "the French unknowingly saved
Europe and the Western world" From communism." Thus likr de Gaulle, DePoree
subscnbes to the theory that France had a special role to play in the worid that no other
nation could fill.

Alexander Wenh shares DePone's opinion, making clear his belief that French
stalling tactics in Gerrnany actually conrributed to maintaining the peace during the Coid
War. As G.D.H Cole assens in the introduction to Wenh's France 1940-1955, the nation
"did a great deal to prevent the cold war from tuming into a hot war against
~ornrnunism."~~
Werth asserts .Amencan pokicy ofien showed "a perfect disregard for
France's ambitions in the German field."" '1Vhile Werth does argue that the French
Thesis failed due to the engagement of the United States and the Soviet Union in the Cold
War, he adds, "for a tirne, however, France stiIl resisted, unwilling to bow to thefait

''Ibid., p. 28 1.
I'

Ibid., p. 285.

IJ

G.D.H. Cole cited in AIexander Werth, France 1940-1953, (London:Robert HaIe Ltd.),
1956,p xi.
l5

Werth, France 1940-1955, p. 295.

a ~ c o n p l i . "Indeed,
~~
what cornes through clearest in Werth's work is his belief that "the
French knew from the first that France could aot endure a third war, or hope to survive
one without sheer eclipse; and, dispirited - or even asharned - as they ofien seemed, their
wiIl to survive as world leaders remained exceedingly strong."17 French policy was
thsrefore clearly modified to fit the changing nature of the international power balance.

Despite sharing very similar theses on French policy, Grosser and Morse reach
conchsions opposing those of DePone and Werth. Al1 four see sorne mesure of success
in the post-war period, however, Grosser tends to focus on French perceptions, arguing
rhat since the French did not see themselves as a declining power in 1948, the ultimate

failure of their subordinate goals was not important. Morse mirrors this conclusion,
adding that French foreign policy was primarily intended to reinforce the image of a
nation with a strong international presence at home as well as abroad.lS DePone
concludes that France attempted to reassen its grandeur with the force of its entire
national being behind it. Such devotion to a national goal would inevitably succeed.
Finally, Wetth's conclusion is the rnost balanced, arguing French policy achieved a fair

share of success as well as failure. In essence, DePorte chooses to discuss French foreign
policy during this period in tenns of the mystical characteristics that make France unique
while Werth stays grounded in the world of Realpolitik.

l6
1:

Ibid., p. 3 10.
Ibid., p. xi.

''Morse?Foreign Policy, p. 21.

Not al1 the historians who have discussed French policy in this period as an
experiment in reasserting identity conclude that it was successful. In fact, Simon Serfaty,
Robert Gildea and Herbert Tint see France as a nation objectively in deciine and point to
its foreign policy as proof of this. In France, De Gaulle, and Europe: The Poli-, of the
Foiirth and Fifrh Republics Toward rhe Continent, Serfaty sums up post-war policy by

stating "the French have kept 'their feet snick in the mud' and it is with regard to their

-

persistent hope ofreeaining their pasï rank that boy have lived with 'their heads in the
~louds""~Robert Gildea expresses the same opinion in France Since 1945, concluding
foreign policy was dominated by an insecurity that only a great power which had come
within an ace of extinction could experience.?' Indeed, in France Since 1918, Herbert
Tint argues, "panty of diplornatic status was not identical with equality.""

France

possessed real power in Germany, but he notes "France was very much the poor relation
among the vi~tors."~'Therefore, despite its urge to remain independent the disastrous
state of the French economy lefi it "extremely vulnerable" to outside pressures.'3

To Serf'aty, the French Thesis is a prime example of decline for two reasons. First,
France sought to compensace for its rnilitary inferiority by "reiterating dernands for more
respect for her dignity." Accompanying this emphasis on short-term preoccupations,
19

Simon Serfaty, France, De Gaulle, und Europe: The Poiicy of the Fotrrrh and Fifih
Republics Toward the Continent. (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press), 1968, p. 166.
'O

Robert Gildea, France Since 1945, (New York: Oxford University Press), 1996, p. 5 .

" Herbert Tint, France Since 1918, (London: B.T. Batsford), 1970, p. 11 1.
- ibid., p. 111.
77

" ibid.,

p. 112.

France chose to procrastinate, as "no motion at al1 was usually judged preferabie to a
declining one.112" Secondiy, he sees decline in the French artempts "to convince a Great
Power that its continued alliance, indispensable to France, was advantageous to the Great
Power as well."''

However? the author notes that France continued to remain "sensitive"

co any encroachrnent on her nationa1 independence, in particular when it came to
improving economic

condition^.'^

Robert GiIdea expands upon the conflict benveen

auronorny and econornic revitalizarion believing, "the French govemment was caught
benveen the anger of French public opinion and the need to retain the favor of the
Amencan government."" He sees this as inevitably leading to a "seduction" of France

through the granting by the United States of minor concessions in Gennany and Marshall
Plan aid. At this point French "drems" of achieving the goals of the French Thesis
"dissol~ed."'~Tint takes an even harder line, arguing the negotiations over the future of
Germany acnially highlighted France's dimmed grandeur. in fact, he believes it was
bitterness over France's diminished status that caused its diplomats to "somewhat
hystencally" form a policy based on the belief that "Germany was the most important
problem of the u n i ~ e r s e . " ~ ~

24

Serfaty, France, De Gaulle, and Europe, p. 161.

'' ibid., p. 161.
:6

Ibid., pp. 164- 165.

''Gildea, France Since 1945, p. 10.
" ibid.,

p. 11 .

" Tint,

France Since 1918, p. 11 1.

Serfaty, Gildea and Tint conclude that France's post-war economic reliance on the
United States and its reduced position spelled failure for wi independent foreign policy.
By tying in econornic necessity with national autonomy, and a policy of independent

action with some sort of national inferiority complex, the three men autornatically
discount Grosser's assertion that France's temporary economic reliance on the United
Siatrs would lead to renewed French autonorny in the long m. Like most French
foreign policy during this period. rconomic revitalization was a means COan end, as was

rnaintaining the illusions of power. However, Serfaty chooses to believe that post-wu
French policy was essentially based on ignoring France's "lack of power" and assumed
"3 deJàcro

return to normalcy" that was doomed to failure." France possessed real

power in Germany, but Tint notes "France was very much the poor relation among the
~ictors."~'Gildea takes the thought further, concluding the French governent was
caught behveen "the anger of French public opinion and the need to main the favour of
the Arnerican government."32 He believes that economic necessity forced France to side

with the United States, which "held the purse-strings of European recovery, so that whiIe
France's security needs dictated one course, her economic needs imposed a n ~ t h e r . " ~ ~

It is too simple to discount French diplornacy during a half-decade period because
al1 of its goals were not achieved. Serfaty, Gildea and Tint seem to conclude that because

30

Serfaty, France. De Gaulle, and Europe, p. 28.

31

Tint, France Since 1918, p.111.

j'

Gildea, France Since 1945, p. 10.

'3

ibid., p. 1 1.

France received large amounts of Arnerican aid, its international position was groundless.
.4t the same time they would al1 agree with the statement that "the great achievement of
France in the last fifty years has been to rise to the international challenges of the
tiventieth cenniry while preserving a very specific French identi~."~'However, their
analysis clearly overlooks the fact that fmding a rniddle-of-the-road solution behveen
drpendence on Amencan economic aid and French international autonomy was a
dominant dilemma of ail French policy-rnakers during chis period. Furthemore,
maintainhg a uniquely French identity was of umost importance among policy goals and
France did not fail in this effort. Rather than discussing French foreign policy as an
attempt to revive it nation badly darnaged by war, they tend to focus on failure and thus
miss the sense of renewal and rebirth that the policy was designed to instil nationally and
internationally.

Russell B. Capelle and Frank Giles take a different approach when it cornes to
discussing the policies of post-war France. in The iIfW and French Foreign Policy
Capelle looks at how the German threat was perceived domestically and among members
of the party who dominated foreign affairs during the years the "French Thesis" was

official policy. During tfiis time MRP (Mouvement Républicain Populaire) leaders
Bidault and Schuman altemated as Minister of Foreign Affairs. Capelle notes that the
fear of Gerrnany permeared many political groups in France, including the M W . He
comrnents, "W leaders developed elaborate arguments in party penodicals to
dernonstrate how much less dangerous Germany would be if incorporated in a European
34

Gildea, France Since 1945, p.227.

communiry." But these arguments did not reach enough people. P a q leaders in
parliament did not speak up clearly or fiequently enough to overcome fears engendered
by the fiequent wamings against Gennany of other political leaders."

Capelle points out that older MRP leaders like Schuman and Poher were aware of
the dangerous paraIlel benvetn the developrnent in Franco-Gennan relations after 1945
and that of the 1910's. tvhen

French opposition ro Germany stimulated a revival of

German militarism in the 1930's, He notes, "even within party circles h e y did not
present this lesson of history fiequently enough to the attention of younger members of
the party."'"e~

caused uncerrainy within the MRP over what kind of Europe should

be consrnicred. Europe meant different things to different people. In his jounials written

soon afier the war, François Mauriac, wbo was at one time a member of the MRP,
reminded his readers that the Gerrnans had distorted for the French the idea of Europe.
a Frenchrnan said, 'Before everything, 1 am a European,' we knew [bat it meant, 1

%"en

have chosen to be a trait~r."~'To CapeUe, France was caught paradoxicaIly beween

nostalgia for rhe p a s and a search for new solutions. During the debate on foreign policy
at the MRP Congress of 1950, Bidault struck a typically French note when he said,

"There is something against which une is never right.. . the nation." Hourdin of the h4RP

" Russell B.Capelle, Ihe
Praeger), 1963, p. 62.

j,

Ibid., p. 62.

and French Foreign Policy, (New York: Frederick A.

commented bat, although a Frenchrnan refuses to accept the idea of "My country,right
or wrong," in intemal affairs, the idea was doubtless well accepted as to

ext te rio^^."^^

Unforninately, while the author professes to discuss the period fiom 1944 to 1954,
he acnially focuses on the period benveen 1950-1954. Furthemore, Capelle's MRP
seems to tixist in a virmal vacuum. He mentions that, by heading the Ministry of Foreign
-4ffairs for [en p r s . the party gave France a high degree of continuity in f o r e i l policy.

Indeed. from 1943 ro 1954, one knew rather well what France stood for in foreign policy.
Throuehouc the book. Capelle never gives a clear explanarion of what the M W ' s stance
on foreign policy was or the role played by Georges Bidault in formulating this policy.
The fate of posnvar Gemany, a subject that dominated French foreign policy from 1945
to 1948, is

hardly given any mention and the Unired States is not mentioned at all. What

Capeile does rnake clear is that the notion of French grandeur ran strongIy through the

ranks of the MRP. The traditional grandeur upon which France had always based its

identity had been greatly diminished by the German invasion and the changing nature of
the post-war world. To Capeile, the MRP, iike al1 Frenchrnen, was searching for a new
basis for French sranis.

Wistorians witing h m an American perspective acknowledge that even in
decline Frmce he1d a geognphically and economically strategic location which made it a
difficult nation to negotiate with. However, for the rnost part, they dso agree that French
policy in Gerinany was doomed tu failure from the beginning, not because of economic

dependence as suggested by Serfaty, Gildea, and Tint, but because of the increasingiy
ideologically polarized international scene. They also tend to speak of French policy as
being solely motivated by an irrational fear of the German threat rather than as a
composite of econornic, identity and security issues. John W. Young, F. Roy Willis and
John Gimbel essentially argue that the Cold War forced F m c e to rnake a choice berween
the Soviet Union and the United States and once this choice was made its policy of

international autonomy failed. Rather than discussing the effectiveness with which
French diplomacy adapted when the international situation shified, they conchde that
change signalled defeat. Once again, like their counterparts tvtiting fiom a French
perspective, historians discussing the impact of French policy on Arnerican aims fail to
take in the big picture, that even when clearly in the Western camp France maintained a

policy of autonomy and self-determinarion. Of the three, Young and WiIlis acknowiedge
that despite failing, the French Thesis did allow France to gain concessions from the
United States.

John W. Young believes that France's acceptance of US aid came at an economic
and political price. He notes "Germany was reviving much faster than France wished,
European economic integration had not progressed far, and France remained unable to
afford substantial armed

force^."'^

John Gimbel adds that France reacted "on security

grounds and out of fear that Germany would be rehabilitated f i r ~ t . 'To
~ ~Young and
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Gimbel, this irrational fear caused French officials to foliow a policy which "blocked,
delayed, or vetoed" any American proposal that rnight lead to an evenrual resurgence of

German power.Jt In Gimbel's opinion, during the period from 1944-1948, "France was
the immediate bmier" to American plans for ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '

Facing this situation, with "French independence resmcted 5y Cold war
developmencs and intemal weakness", Young believes France had no choice but to fa11 in
Iine behind the United

tat tes.'"

Young then conaadicts hirnself by stating, "even in

decline, France had influence." Economic and military weakness and political division
did not reduce its strategic importance in Europe. Ahcri, and South-East Asia. Young
concludes, "European economic recovery and Western defences depended on her and she
had a major impact on the exact shape of post-war Europe, not Ieast in laying the basis
for European political and economic CO-operation.'* Thus, rather than acknowiedging
the bdliance of French foreign policy as a determining factor in its continued autonomy
in the post-war penod, Young argues it was only France's geographic position that saved
it. He does not question how much of a voice France would have had if its foreign policy
had not exploited this advantage to the fullest extent.
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On the other hand, F, Roy Willis acknowledges "the attitude of the French
govemment toward the German problem, unlike that of the Arnerican govenunent, did
not change grearly in the period fiom the end of hostilities to the beginning of the
hloscow conference of 1947.'~'He notes that this rvas largely due to the non-partisan
insistence by ail political groups in the nation "that France use its position as an
occupying power to pursue an independent policy in ~ c r m a n y . " ~Despite maintaining
an independent policy for sevenl years, Willis argues that French independence in

Germany came to an end on September 2 1, 1949 when the French zone of occupation
"which for four years had been not only the symbol of France's international status, but

also the means of enforcing its will on Germany.. . was econornically and poiitically
merged with the ~izone.'"'

Willis concludes that the integration of the French zone into a larger Western
Gerrnan zone signais the failure of French policy. Indeed, most historians commenting
on this period tend to agree with this theory. John S. Hill descnbes this as a process of
"Dead Sea fmit.. . mrned to a s h e ~ . ' ~He
' talks in terms of "exclusion" and "humiliation"
which served as a reminder to the French that they lacked the real strength necessary to
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be a great p ~ w e r . ' ~h i n M. Wall asserts that France had no choice but to give in to the
wishes of the United States noting, "the French now understood that French foreign
policy must draw close to that of the United States' if France was to survive. France, like
it

or not, had to get along with the U.S and the Gernxul question.. . would not be allowed

to intsrfere."50

Edgar S. Furniss, Jr. offers a typically Amencan overview of Fnince's posc-war
role in France: Trorrbled M y ; De Gaulle 's Herirage and ~ r o s ~ e c r s . "The title itself
offers the reader a good ovewiew of the tone set by Furniss within. He acknowledges
France's atternpt to re-establish grandeur but attributes it the belief that, "after World War

II the United States expected too much of France." Like a younger brother who c m
never keep up, Fumiss believes "the United States marked out for France an international
role which was beyond its ~ a p a c i t ~ . " He
~ ' is convinced that while France's snategy
"won some initial successes," it was doomed to end in "faiiures caused by the inability of

French leaders to rnarshal national ~trengh."'~This is a particularly strange conclusion
to reach. Rather than amibuting French faiiures to economic, or international conditions
Fumiss seems to be suggesting that national weakness lead to failure. Granted, the
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French political Iandscape was always a fiagmented one, but during the early post-war
period, ir was most cohesive in the realm of for@ policy. In fact, as Willis
acknowtedges, French foreign policy was acnially more stable than the ever-shifting
.Amencan policy.

Unlike Willis, who argues France's policy failed with the integration of the
French Zone with those of Britain and the United States in 1949, Furniss argues for the
economic theory of failure. He beIieves the formal entrance of France into the European
Recovery Program of 1948 brought an end CO the policy of grandeur and mediation. He
concludes, "ri country in a state of cnsis c m o t have a grandiose foreign policy."i" What
is smking is chat Funiiss reaches this conclusion on page 23 of a 492-page monograph
and then contradicts himseif in his final chapter when he cIaims, "a Western Europe in

which France plays a leading role is indispensable to the strength and vitality of the free

~orld."~*

The overriding belief found in American analyses of the situation seems to be

bewilderment over the French refusal to accepr their lot. From Gimbe1 to Wall, chere is
the assertion that the French only managed to hstrate the inevitabk rnove into the
American camp. American aggravation cornes out most clearly in Frank Costigliola's
discussion of the relanonship benHeen France and the United States in the post-war

period. Costigliola argues the prevalent anitude taken by Amencan diplomats dealing
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with France was paternalistic. Washington's fmt objective in France %as "to isoIat(e1
and ostraci[ze]" the Communists while "shepherding" those French political elements

t h n would be most sympathetic to Amencan goals.s%deed,

Costigliola is one of the

few historiaris writing from the American perspecrive to acknowledge the pswer French
politicians held over their Amcrican counterpam, perhaps because he also had wricten a
major smdy of Franco-American economic relations benveen the nvo world wars. L'nlike
those who argue French economic dependence equalled Xmerican dominance,

Costigliola shows a healthy respect for the continua1 rearguard action French policy
conrinually enforced against a loss of autonorny?' Unfommately, while his work is filled

with the colourful complaints and hstrations of American dipIomats concerning French
policy, it has very linle analyncal input from Costigliola. He tends to let the primary

sources speak for thsmseIves.

The historiographical record reveals that while most histonans discussing French
foreign policy in the post-war era have recognized the importance of independence,
grandeur, or autonorny in diplornatic relations they have differed on how successful chis
policy was. In many ways, Gerrnaay becarne a testing ground for a new concept of
French international identity. Would France assert itseIf as an independent player, or fa11
under the influence of the United States and become Iittle more than a client state?
Historias have argued over whar the failure to aciiieve the French Thesis on Germany
56 Frank Costigliola, France and the United States: ïhe Cold Ailiance Since FVorld War II,
(Toronto : bIa~wc1lMncmillan), 1992, p. 65.
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and the need for American economic support really meant for French international airns.

Certainly, France never became the cornpliant ally that many American diplomats hoped
for. Nor did it achieve the international role as mediator between the Great Powers that
De Gaulle hoped would enhance its traditionai grandeur. Perhaps, nther than discussing
these years in terms of failure, the discussion should tum towards transition and the need
for France to find a new role in a world that could not economically or politicaIly support
traditional French concepts of secunty and international roles.

Chapter 2
The Psychological Impact of Defeat: The German Menace

France's national idencity and international image had always been based upon
the concept of la grande nation. Indeed, the traditional foreign policy of France looked
back to the conviction that the French were the voice of reason and enlightenment for the
world. After dl, for centuries French had remained unchallenged as the language of
diplomacy, and its military and economic support had helped the thineen American
colonies achieve victory over Great Britain in the eighteenth cenmry. The liik with its
glorious and srrong past as a world power ied rnost French to overlook their nation's
slow, but steady decline through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, it
~vouldbe the German invasion of 1940 and France's quick defeat in the face of the
BlicX-rieg that would suddenly highlight its reduced status to its citizens and the worid.

To miike matters worse, the Franco-German armistice of June 22, 1940 divided France
between a northem German occupied zone and a nominally autonomous France COthe

south. In a few short weeks, the glory and grandeur of "France" hrid failen shattered to
the ground. indeed, on November 1 1, 1942, Germany occupied the whole of France and

disbanded the "armistice army" of Vichy. The Allies al1 but discounted France as a
partner in their saategy for wiming the war and its resistance movement was not taken
senously by many suategists in the United States well into 1944.

The liberation of France saw it lacking the respect of the very allies witfi whom it
considered itself an equal. To make rnatters worse, four years of German occupation and

war had left France econornically devastated and adrift frorn traditional sources of power
and grandeur. French foreign poiicy became an exercise in renewal and prevention.
Gerrnany was highiighted as the cause of France's decline and would have to be dealt
with. This enmity toward the Germans was not a new attitude at all. indeed, it ha deep
roots in traditional French foreign policy. As early as 1680, the Secretary of State for
War under Louis SIV, François-Michel Le Tellier Louvois, wote, "hencefont: the

Germans rnusr be considered to be the main enemy, indeed the only one from whom red
harm c m corne to us."j8 Two hundred and sixty-four years after Louvois made this
srarement, every successive generation of French citizens could rernember at least one
instance in which France was at war with its Gerrnan neighbour. Between 1870 and
1940, a 70-year period, France experienced three Geman invasions and it shouid not be

at al1 surpt-ising that post-war foreign policy was aimed at preventing a fourth.

France was now faced with a dilemma over bow it would reconcile its traditional
role as a great power with defeat. As Alfred Grosser notes, France had always d e h e d a
great power as "a state that is capable of defending itself against any other state; in other
words. one that had a chance of succeeding in a bilateral conflict with any other state."j9
However, as the European war came to a close in 1943, France was not even close to
fiiling this definition. Between June 6, 1944 (Il-Day) and the end of the European war on
May 8, 1945, the United States gave France $2.3 billion in military equipment and
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supplies.60 Indeed, while the United States relied on highly trained, heavily armed troops
France had to make do with small groups of lightly armed irregular troops. Thus, the
primary concern of French policy at the end of the war was to take actions to show
France was an effective, autonomous participmt in the Allied war effort. To achieve this
France would have to take actions that clearly showed it in the spotlight.

In 1944. soon after liberation, France had very little power over how the post-wu
world would be shaped. The Arnericans, British, and Soviets viewed the French military
forces as ineffective. In fact, rnany of the >.Hies believed the French forces importance as
a psychological symbol of success to the people of France hardly bdanced the5 nuisance
value. It was easy to discount France as a has-been power, supported by a military
consisting of a mg-tag group of poorly equipped, foreign funded irregulars. Indeed, even
when France had a modem, fully equipped army behind it, defeat came quickly and
completely. However, the French did not plan to slink off into the night without putting
up a fight. If they no longer had the economic and military framework ta be counted as
an equal arnong the victonous powers, French diplomats wou!d respond with the type of
diplomatic snategy that only centuries as a world power could irnpart. France would
exploit its strategic geographic location and Allied perceptions of its weakness to gain a
s m n g handhold in Europe. Two such events occurred at Strasbourg and in the Italian
Alps during the closing months of the war.

Frank Costiglioia, France and the United States: The Cold War Alliance Since World War
II, ()lew York:Twayne Publishers), 1992, p. 34.

The French m i e s occupied Strasbourg on November 23,1944 against the
commands and wishes of the United States. The region was particularly significant for
its symbolic and strategic importance to the French. In the Franco-Prussian War of 1870157 1, the French Iost Alsace-Lorraine to the Germans, a major cause of anti-German

feeling in France in the period fiom 1871 to 1918 when it was r e m e d as part of the
-4rmistice agreement to end World War 1. In 1940 the region was Iost to the Germans
again 3s pan of the Franco-Gerrnan armistice of July 12. Taking Strasboure, the capital
of the much fought over tenitory, would be a "a dazzling sign of French grandeur re-

~ o n ~ u e r e d . "indeed,
~'
General Charles de Gaulle considered holding Strasbourg to be an
imperative part of restoring French self-worth and identity and something that would give
France a much-needed boost against Allied daims of French ineffectiveness.

France retùsed to abandon its position and rernained fin in its decision even
when the United States threatened to "cut the French army's supply of fuel and
ammunition" to force a withdrawaL6' De Gaulle fdt that France had no choice but to
hold its place; to pull out would only serve to highlight the nation's reduced status, power
and reliance on Arnerica for rnilitary aid. At the same time, these humiliating factors

could be tumed into a tool to gain status and concessions. Withii days, France responded
to US.dernands by warning that if Strasbourg were left without a fight "an outraged
French population might overthrow the govenunent, spreading chaos in the rear of the
AIlied arrnies." Furthemore, the French army would prevent the transport of Allied
6' A.W. DePorte, De Gaulle 's Foreign Policy, 1944-1946, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press), 1968, p. 80.
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supplies over any territory it h e ~ d .If~such
~ threats were actually camed out by France,
the Allied m i e s wouId effectively be fighting a war cut off h m i t . supply Iines, a

potentially disasuous scenario. It also shows the importance France placed upon
reasserting irs authoriv surpassed even the war effort.

.hïerican diplomats responded to the French ultimatum with rage. One was even
heard to proclaim, "If he had been an American, 1 wouid have socked him on h e jaw."

President Roosevelt huffed, the French showed "considerable nerve" after al1 the United

States had done for hem." As representarives of an ascending world power, Amencan
diplomnts had trouble understanding the lengths France would go to in order to reverse its
downward slide. Despite not understanding French aims, and being hstrated by their

refusal to take orders, the United States canceIIed its withdrawal order. Such successes
would be pica al of future French diplornatic action ivhich Frank Costigliola notes, was to
be "based on France's strategic location and simerica's dread of tur~noil."~~

Another example of France's policy of tuming the tables on apparently hopeless

situations occurred on April29, 1945 when General de Gaulle ordered General Pau1

Doyen to advance into strategically important parts of northem Italy. De Gaulle argued
that since France had been excluded fiom the British and American armistice talks with
Italy in 1943 it could set its own peace terrns and was sri11 technicaliy at war. This was
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probably the fmt time France tumed its exclusion from international negotiations into a
technical advantage. The same tactic would be employed in Iater years when it came to
using the agreements made at the Yalta and Potsdam conferences as tools toward gaining
concessions for the French foreign policy position. Excluded from both conferences,
France would use this as an advantage to argue for an independent French foreign policy.

When American troops attempted to intervene in the Italian situation General

Doyen protested "this serious and unfhendIy act." Backed by Paris, he warned that any

U.S.atternpt to challenge the French govemment in the area would be resisted "by al1
necessary means without exception.'*6 As in the Strasbourg case, the United States
threatened to cut off al1 supplies and munitions to che French army, scolding France for
threatening that "French soldiers bearing Amencan arms will combat American and
Allied soldiers who.. . contributed ro the liberariun of France itself." France withdrew its
troops across the border, but made it clear to the Italians that they were ready to once
more occupy the region. It seems that the ttalian government took the French example
seriously, for in later negotiations the border adjusment was made in France's f a v ~ r . ~ '

By remaining snibborn and refusing to stand down until their position was clearly
presented to the international cornmunity, France gained what ir wanted in Italy.
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The Italians properly sumrned up the situation when they informed the American
State Depanment that "the decidediy unfiiendiy propaganda activity and administrative
actions which the French troops are carrying on in the occupied zone, may in fact Iead us
ta

believe that France might be induced, with the false smtegic pretexts to clairn 'ex

nove' territorial vindications."

France's response to American and Italian protests was

fairly typical. The French Ambassador informed President Truman. "ln France chis
ivithdriind would be al1 the more resented as it would be fiom terrain that we have
conquered. Furthemore, as you know, the Italian army invaded France in June 1940 fiom
rhis area.""9 Honor, the perception of weakness, and the importance of preventing any
h u r e disgraces were the ovemding concems voiced by the French when it came to
conflicts on the international level. Indeed, the French were quick to note, "France cannot
consent that a modification against her will would be made in the existing state of affairs
in the Alps Maritimes, This would be contrary to her honor and her s e ~ u r i t ~ . " ' ~
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Chapter 3
Yalta and Potsdam: France is Given an International Voice

in February 1945 at tùe Yalta Conference (February 3 - 11, 1945) of the Big

Three (Great Britain, the United States, and the Soviet Union) France was granted a zone
of occupation in Germany at the urging of the British - but "only out of kindness,"

Roosevelt and Stalin emphasized. The uphill benle French diplomats would face in
rittempting to reassert their ~iation'sgreamess was highlighted by the Soviet and
Xmerican delegates who had very Iittle positive to say about their absent ally. indeed,
both the Soviets and Americans refused to invite France to the conference feeling that it
was more &in to a defeated power rather than an ally. De Gaulle was ''unrealistic" in
seeking great-power status when "France had not done very much fighting in this war,"
Stalin commented to Roosevelt. FDR responded that de Gaulle fancied hirnself a
combination of Joan of Arc, Napoleon, and Georges Clemenceau. He complained that
the British had the idea of "artificially building up France into a strong power."" indeed,
the .4merican president was correct in his assumption. Altruism had nothing to do with
Britain seeking a strong role for France in the post-wu world. To the Allies, France's
defeat seemed to signal the end of their respect. Wbston Churchill believed that a strong
France under British nitelage, wouId m&e an excellent buffer against any possible future
Soviet aggression. Due to its strategic geographic location, France should play a lirnited

-' "ivfinutes of the Roosevelt-StarinMeeting, 4 Febnrary 1945," in FRUS 1945, Vol. II: The
Conferences of Bcrlin (Potsdam), 1960, pp. 572473.

role and do as it was toId. Its defeat signaied a need for paternal guidance, a scenario the
French were eager to avoid.

The lack of importance attached to French opinions became clear six months
later. Though admined to Germany as an occupying power, France was excluded fiom
the next major meeting of the great powers at Potsdam. The limited international role
intsnded for France proved embarrassing ivhen the administrative framework for the
future of Germany was set up without even one word from French diplomats. The
Potsdam Conference's Declararion on Gemany stated, "It is the intention of the Allies
that the German people be given the oppomnity to prepare for the eventual
reconstmction of their life on a democratic and peaceful basis."" The four occupation
zones of Germany conceived at the Yalta Conference were set up, each to be
administered by the commander-in-chief of the Soviet, British, U.S.,or French army of
occupation. Representatives of the four Allies were to make up an Allied Control Council
to deal with matters affecting Germany and Austria as a whole.

In France, the press reaction was strong and loud. Combat, the favourite paper of

the non-conformist lefi wing inrellecmals and the resistance, published an angry editorial
rant on July 24, 1945 that highlighted France's anger and frustration at being
rnarginalized and overlooked once again. It threatened, "France isn't at Potsdam, but
plenty of her rolling stock is still in Germany." Of course, the editorialist at Combat
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expressed anger at the rnanner with which France was treated and accused the Allies of

''mxing"French "fnendship pretty heavily." The editorial did make clear that France
would have to take a firm stand against what it sarcastically called "the reçpected
Potsdam triniry" to maintain autonomy and independence of thought.') This editorial
clearly reveals the concerns that were so much a parc of the argument for renewing
French identity as scrongly independent of foreign influence in the post-war penod.
France's lack of power, hopes for reparations from Germany, and its hsuation at bein;
sscluded fiom the circles of power that it had traditionally been a part of, al1 conspired to
strengrhen the will of the nation to show those who wished to dominate and exclude it
that even a weakened France had what it took to f o m an independent and vocal foreign
policy. Indeed, at Algiers in November 1944, Charles de Gaulle had outlined the essence
of al1 French policy in the years to come when he passionately exclaimed to the
provisional Consultative Assembly, "To rebuild our power: that is what is henceforth the
grear cause of g rance."'^

It was an error in judgernent for the Big Three to g a n t France a zone of
occupation in Germany and then to expect its diplomats to simply follow their lead.
France had been defeated militarily, but the foreign policy of France was specifically
intended to show the international community that the French will to survive and to forge
their own destiny could never be vanquished. The governent intended to reinforce the
belief that French national identity was so strongly intemined with its stanis as a great
3
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power that nothing couId destroy the will to persevere. The French zone of occupation in
Germany rnight have been created to serve the interests of Britain and the United States,
but France would use it to buiId a beacon for the world, to proclairn proudly that France
remained capable of leading itself and Europe into the post-war world. The Times
(London) declared the creation of a French zone as "the rnost striking success for France
since the liberation in the field offoreign policy."75

To Charles de Gaulle's interim government, the French zone raised the nation to
equal statu with the great powers. France could now show the world and the shaken
French people just how effective the nation still was in the sphere of diplomacy. Just
before General Pierre Koenig took possession of the French zone as Commander in
Chief, de Gaulle declared that France would not be treated as the poor relation when it

came ro negotiations on the future of Europe. France had been overlooked at Potsdam,
but this would not be allowed to occur again. No arrangements would be agreed to
unless France was consuIted, "at the same time and in the same manner as the other great
powers."'6 He then announced that in the near future France would rnake an
announcement to the representatives of the other powers in Germany regarding its foreign
policy position on the future of Europe.
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French policy would tuni the future of Germany into a pedestal fiom which could
be trumpeted the r e m of France as an international player. American diplornatic and

political leaders, who had shown France so little respect at the end of the war, would be
forced to take notice and listen to the independent and autonomous foreign policy stance
taken by the French in regard to Germany. This independent policy would show the
world and the people of France that their nation remained capable of acting on its own,
and determinine its own future. The ultimate goal of this policy would be to replace the
image of defeat and devitalisation so many amibuted to France with a picrure of
autonomy and independence.

Chapter 4

The French Thesis on Germany

On May 2, 1945 the European Advisory Council met to eliminate the last vestiges
of national governent in Germany and replaced it by the four Comrnanders-in-Chief of

the occupying powers. The Commander-in-Chief was established as supreme authotiy
in his zone. Indeed, only the four zone Commanders, acting with unanimous agreement,

could effect changes in Gerrnany as a whole. France was an equal in name and power
whcn it came to any decisions in Germany and this power formed the b a i s of French
foreign policy and international power in the post-$varwodd." Several months earlier,
on Febniary 2, 1945, de Gaulle let the nation know just how important its role in
Germany would be. Hearkening back to the traditionaI French fear of the German
menace, the General proclaimed, "the cause of a11 our mals has always been Germany
who was favoured by errors, illusions, or outside help." France would play an active and

important: role in post-war Germany since "not only the future but also the very life of
France depends on what will be done to the defeated ~ermans."'~

Minister of Foreign Affairs Georges Bidault argued that French policy was
intended to assert French identity abroad and was a "psychological necessity" to

-
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strengthen the ties benveen the French people and their glonous past.

'' In an interview

with the N a v York Times dated August 26, 1945 Bidault noted that Germany must not be

allowed to threaten European security. French policy would ensure a decentralized
Germany with the Rhineiand separated and the Ruhr internationali~ed.~~
On September
1 1, 1945 France officially presented before the Council of Foreign Ministers its

intentions ro see the Ruhr and Rhineland severed from any new German state in order io
deny Gerrnany the rnilitary means and the geo,gaphic opportunity to wage agressive war
against

rance."

The French rnilitary fully supported such actions and the Erar-Major

Général de la Definse Nationale believed France's proposals would limit German war
potential while providing the nation a supreme position of dominance over its old enemy.

Behind rhe scenes, Bidault informed the French representative on the Allied
Control Council that he should block any measure prejudicing a positive outcome for
French policy goals. Bidault and de Gaulle were convinced that if France wished to
succeed in finding a new, independent role in the post-war world, its policy in Germany
would have to be pressed forward at al\ cost. Within days of receiving this directive the
French representatives were busy obstructing the work of the Control Council and
blockmg al1 agreement on central administrative agencies. By October 1945, France had
successfully blocked Amencan attempts to install a Central German Transport

'' "Meniorandurn f?om the French Ambasador (Bonnet) to the Secretary of State, 6 October
1945," FRUS 1945,Vol. IV:Europe, 1968,p. 799.
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~e~artrnent.'?in a private meeting with the ambassadors of Britain, the Soviet Union
and the United States, Georges Bidault explained the actions of France in the Allied

Control Council. Relying on the same strategy used by de Gaulle in Italy, Bidault
regretfully infurmed the assernbIed ambassadors that France had not caken part in crafting
the Potsdam Agreement and thus could not be held accountable for any.decisions made

therein."

France pushed for the creation of an independent buffer state east of the Rhine
chat would endow France with an extra measure of security against German aggression.

This demand had strung historicd precedents. in three previous periods, France had

seized the Saar territory - 168 1 - 1697, 1 792 - 18 15, and 1919 - 1935. The geography
of the Saar region offered a good narural defence for France's exposed Xortheastem
frontier while ics abundance of coai was an essential cornpiement to the iron ore mines of

orrain ne.^'

Continuiry in policy wouid alro assure that France's Iink to past successes

and the dangers Germany posed to its incerests wouid not be easily forgotten. "France is
very ciear on the problem of the Rhine", Charles de Gaulle reminded the Allies, "the

b i n e is French s e ~ u r i r ~ [ndeed,
, " ~ ~ the Rhine would serve to reinforce France's
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international identity, provide a strategic advantage, and offer a solution for the Iagging
French economy.

On October 1, 1945 General Koenig presented a formal staternent on behalf of
France to the Allied Conaol Council on Germany. in it was outlined the French Thesis
on the future of Germany and Europe. Tùe French government argued France couId not
rigree to any decision that might prejudice the fume of the Ruhr and the Rhineland.
Nocing that the hvo regions were economically and strategically important to French
interests and that the force of al1 German invasions had been channelled through these
renitories, French diplomats expected the full cooperation of the AIlies in channelling
their support into France as reparations,s6 Koenig also insisted that Germany not be
allowed to forrn any type of central government organizations that might alIow the
growth of its power. The French essentially proposed a post-war Germany that would be
run with absolutely no input fiom the Germans.

Benveen November 13" and 201h, 1945 Maurice Couve de Mumille, acting as a
representative of the Quai d'Orsay, went to the United States to explain the French
position to the Arnencans. 4 t a press conference he argued in favour of the creation of a
sovereign Rhineland state with Allied occupation of its strategic points and for the
intemationalization of the Ruhr. He reiterated his country's conviction that, 'rhe security
of Europe and of the world demands that Germany should Iose the free use of war
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poteniial represented by the industry and the resources of the Rhine-Westphalia ares."*'
The French plans saick the Amcricans as unworkable; de Murville found the Amencans
unresponsive to French military security concerns and determined to forge ahead with the
creation of central administrative asencies.

bfeanwhile, in France, Georges Bidault held a senes of talks with Amencan
Secretary of State Bymes benveen November ljthand 2oth, 1945. Bidault proclaimed the
"paramount importance" France anached to "preventing the Rhineland and Westphalia
mer again becoming an arsenal, comdor or base for an anack by Germany on her
western neighbours." The only solution, Bidault felt, was the one France had been
suggesting for months, "the final separation of this region, including the Ruhr." To
France, so badly banered by Germany and in need of secunty assurances, this was "an
essential condition for the security of Europe and the ~ o r l d . "Secretary
~~
of State
Bymes, taken off guard could only blandly respond that the United States was willing to

go ahead without France. This was a bluff that the French were aware had little chance
of succeeding. The Potsdam agreement had clearly outlined the need for unanimous
consent and the British and Soviets had warned they would counter any unilateral

" "Report on the Franco-Amencan Conversations held in Washington, 13-20 November 1945
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American actions." At best, the United States and France would becorne locked in a
battle of wills, each waiting for the other to blink.

Snick in a deadlock, relations between the nvo powers quickly soured any hope of
CO-operationin Germany. American diplomats and military personnel sharply cnticised
their French colleagues, fiequently blaming them far more severely than the Soviets for
failing to rnove fonvard with the work of the oc~u~ation.'~
Personnel of the United

States A m y desiring to visir the French zone were fiequently treated in a rnanner they
regarded as insulting and demeaning. For their part, French troops and oficials were
ordered to check al1 papers and follow al1 procedure by the book. The goal of these
frustrating and tirne-consurning exercises was typically French: the United States. had to

lem that this was France's zone and it would not be manipulated or influenced unduly
by a foreign power, even an aliy. This led General Lucius Clay to repeatedly cornplain,

"we did not have the same right with respect to the French zone, since its actions were
taken by the separate [French] state admini~tration."~'
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The United States Reacts to the French Thesis

The goals of France in regards to Gennany al1 ran directly opposire the aims of
American foreign policy. The United States bad briefly flined with the idea of similar
harsh actions to restrain German power under President Roosevelt. His Secretary of the
Treasury, Henry Morgenthau Jr., had proposed a plan which would turn Gsrmany "into a
country pnmarily agicultural and pastoral" without "war m a k i n ~indusmes." For a brief
time it seemed as if French and Arnerican policy goals in Germany could easily be
reconciled. This led Georges Bidault to remark, "our desire is to wipe the slate clean of
the past, start afresh and work with the U.S as ctosely as we possibly can in the
international

At the Quebec Conference in Septernber 1944 the "Morgenthau

Plan" was officially adopted for hrther study but it fell to the wayside under the new
administration of President Hany Truman.

Truman believed French fears of a revived Germany were exaggerated. He had
been to Germany at the end of the war and had seen the extent of the devastation. The
United States would repeat the errors of the Iast war and finance German reparations.
Anierican policy now dictated chat security in the world lay not in territorial acquisition
'~
but in a new systern of international security based on a peacefil, restored ~ u r o ~ e .As
the United States retreated fkom the ememe position of the Morgenthau Plan the
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disparity grew wider between the American and French positions The United States now
stood behind its position to establish a self-sustained Gemany at the earliest possible
date. This outcome was an essential part of the United States' strategy to create a sound
European economy and to stop the continued need for financial support. A State
Department memo fiom early 1945 pointed out American goals and the problems they
faced. It noted U.S.desires to keep "this period of transition at a minimum rire in direct
conilict with French desires to retard German recovery." If the United States were to side
with the French on this policy, it would mean, "adding to our own financial liability in
Germany, perhaps so much that Our investment to date would be lost in its effecciveness
to develop a self-sustûining, responsible German government."9"

The constant complaint heard fiom lunericm diplomats in Germany between
1945 and 1948 was t h ihe French veto in the Allied Control Council for Germany was

preventing the establishment of central, Gennan administrative services. In effect,
France alone was holding back the successfui fulfillrnent of U.S.policy. This led to
increasing frustration among American diplomats who saw al1 their aims being thwarted
by a nation they had al1 but discounted. The increasing conflict between France and the
United States in G e n a a y led the State department and U.S. military to issue an anaiysis

of the situation in August 1945. Brigadier-General G. Bryan Conrad rnissed the entire
thmst of French policy aims and concluded, "the French are iiurt, sensitive, suffering

ftom a collective inferiority complex.. . 'La Grande Malade ' is flat on her back but

--
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hypersensitive to remedies suggested by U.S. doctors and unable, so far, to cure herself.. .
France today is sick, hungry, proud, and hard to har1d1e.l'~~

Conrad's analysis was typical of how Arnericans dealing with French foreign
policy saw the situation. Rather than discussing France as an autonomous nation
protecting its interests, U.S discussion tended to fa11 into paternalistic and derogatory
tringuage. For example, Ambassador Jefferson Caffery diagnosed French complaints as
sytnptomaric of "post-liberation neurosis" and their "well-known inferioriry ~ o m ~ l e x . " ' ~

Over the coming years, as France continued to h s t r a t e the aims of the United States in

Europe, to this evaluation would be added, "convalescent", "devitalized", "demoralized"

and "e~hausted."~'Of course, the fact that France rnanaged to get American diplornats so
riled up reflects the success of its foreign policy meaps. It is difficult to equate France
with tveakness and loss when its diplomats continued to score points against the United
States. Optimism rail high arnong French diplomats as report after report from Frenchoccupied Germany highlighted France's success in grinding h e r i c a n policy to a halt.
GenenI Koenig dispatched reports featuring the latest disagreements benveen the
Americans and Soviets on the Allied Control Council. He believed that the increasing
division benveen the Big Three (Great Britain, Russia, and the United States) would
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allow France's strategy on Germany to triurnph. .4t the absolute minimum, he expected
agreement on French aims in the ~aar.''

General Lucius Clay, the American Military Governor believed the French came
ro Gzmany in an unhappy h

e of mind: "suffering from their accumulated haned of

the Gern~ans,their apprehension of the future, their unimpressive record of repelling the

German invasion, the French also were resentfui that they had not been included in the
Potsdam c~nference."~~
He went on to note wirh hstrarion, "1 do wish to point out that

there is an increasing conflict benveen h e r i c a n and French policy which leads to almust
daily disagreements in our operations in ~ e r r n a n ~ . After
" ' ~ ~dealing wirh French stalling
tactics for several months, General Clay contacted the State Deparrment for funher

insmctions, noting his fear bat, "unless there is a definite improvement in our ability to
obtain resuIts in the next MO or three meetings. .. ic will be manifest in the press and to

the public that military governent has fai~ed."'~'
The fact the United States' man on the
spot would suggesr that American policy could fai1 due to French efforts says a great deal
about just how far France's leverage had increased in under a year. Fmm having been

ganted a zone of occupation out of pity to becoming the primary concern of American
foreign policy, France had begun to forge its new identiy.
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The power France wielded in îhe Allied Conrrol Council forced the United States
to cread lightly. The American policy of conciliation toward Germany was intended to
speed European recavery and "to fnistrate sociaiism, forestall Communisrn, to spare

American taxpayers money, to counteract French plans to dismember Germany, and to

contain the Soviet Union in Cenxal ~ u r o ~ e . " ' In
~ 'the big picture of American policy,
there was very little room to accommodatc what France was attempting to achieve. On

September 22, 1945 a bewildered CIay exclaimed, "1 believe the problem right now is the
fundarnenial principle of how we are going to govern Germany.If the Concrol Council
isn't going to establish German administrative rnachinery it might as well fold up as a
soverniq agency and becorne a negotiating agency."'03 indeed this is effectively what
happened as France increasingly sought out conflict with the United States over its
Gsrrnan policy.

For its part, France welcomed conflict with the United States over foreign policy
issues. Ic showed that despite setbacks France remained as vocat and active in
international politics as ever. The conflict was simply another pan of de Gaulle's plan
for reasserting French greamess. indeed, de Gaulle begins the second book of his
mernoirs with, "Erre grand, c 'est soutenir une grande querelle" (To be great is to sustain
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a great quarrel).lM To de Gaulle and Bidault, French identity sprang fiom the pas, h m

the history and culture of France. Post-war policy was intended to "develop the national
personality" ço it once more focused on the glory of

rance."' Conflict and argument

reflected an active diplornatic role in intemationd politics and defiected any possible
image of France as a satellite state of the United States. A policy of grandeur meant more
than salvaging French pride. Equality of statu would allow France to participace in

building a more secure worId.

The nature of the conflict between France and the United States can be defined as
encompassing nvo overlapping concepts: the future of Germany and rnaincaining

independence fiom the great powers without falling into a dependence that would lead to
further decline. French policy in Gemany was backed by several domestic and
international factors working in its favor. Of primar- importance was the strategic
location of France in the hem of Europe coupled with massive popular support for the
Parti Commrrniste Français, revealed during the 1945 eiection. The increasing fear of
the spread of Communisrn into Western Europe forced the United States to adopt a pol icy

that avoided domineering attitudes for fear of tipping the balance in the Cornrnunists

favor. The dilemma the United States was forced to face was reconciling its Geman
policy and its attitude toward France within a single coherent European policy. Stuck in
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a Catch-22 dilemma, American foreign policy-makers treaded water, immobile and
lacking direction for much of the period berween 1945 and 1948.

The United States had emerged from the Second World War a full-fledged global
player which sought to achieve peace and prosperity through the application of American
values. Arnerican policy rnakers believed that order and peace depended upon prosperiry
and political dernocracy. To many in the State Department, France was lacking both
these essential elernents. On the one hand there were de Gaulle and his ultra-nationalistic
supporters, and on the other, the loorning menace of the PCF (PartiCommuniste
Français). The continuhg economic crisis threatening France intensified political

uncertainty there. The United States, challenged by France, faced the unappealing
prospect of compromising its own philosophy of how to achieve world peace and
prosperity.

The bnlliance of French policy was that it exploited the weakest link in the United
States' vision of teconsmiction. in essence, American policy could only succeed if the
nations it wished to mold cooperared fully. During the closing months of the wu, in a

briefing paper on France, the Department of State concluded tbat "American interests
require that every effort be made by this government to assist France rnorally as well as
physically, to regain her strength and her influence, not only with a view toward
increasing the French conmbution to the war effort, but also with a view toward enabling
the French to assume larger responsibility in comection with maintainhg the p e a ~ e . " ' ~ ~
'O6 "Briefing Book Paper - France," FRUS 1945, N.D. reIeased between Jan. 2 1 - Feb. 2,
1945. Vol. 1: General; United Nations, 1973, p. 300.

Lndeed, with the exception of France, most of Europe was more than willing to follow the
American mode1 in exchange for economic aid and post-war suppon. While the
government of France realized the inherent dangers of a severely weakened economy, its
overriding concem Iay with the manner in which the outside world perceived it. To
simply accept American aid would be too much like charity, or even worse, it would
mean France had taken on the role of a follower. France responded by separating its need
for economic aid from its policy on Germany and the United States responded in kind.
Continuing its policy of stubbomly marching toward a set goal despite heavy resistance
from the outside, France maintained a strong, independent tone in al1 of its policy
negotiations.

American Fear of Communism

The American fear and distrust of Communism proved to be France's most
effective tool in preventing the United States from responding to French diplomatic
efforts in Germany by exploiting the disrna1 state of France's economy to its advantage.
The fact that the usually divisive French political landscape was unified by France's
search for an autonomous roIe in Europe led many in the State Depamnent to dismst al1
French political parties equally. This created a problern for them since Washington
needed the cooperation of France if it was going to succeed Ui building a strong, noncommunist France. If the French were to choose a Comrnunist govemrnent, the United
States could no longer "live safely," the Joint Chiefs of Staff warned in a 1947 report.'''
indeed, because of France's importance to the national security of the United States,
priority was given to establishing "the are& ofprimary strategic importance to the United
States in the event of ideological ~ a r f a r e . " ' ~ ~

The likelihood of a Comrnunist France seerned high between 1945 and 1948. The
Parti Communiste Français gained 26.5 percent of the popular vote and won more seats

than any other party (158) in the 1945 ele~tion."~Within days of the publication of the
election results, Roosevelt approved a State Department plan to rebuild France as a major
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power. The United States would benceforth make allowances for France and treat it, "on
the basis of her potential power.. . rather than.. . her present strength [in order to] bolster
the non-communists." The French Communists were depicted as "dangerous extremists"
who would eventually anempt to seize the government."O

,
for increased aid
In 1947 American h b a s s a d o r to France James C a f f e ~calling
to France, expressed his belief that "the long hand of the Kremlin found the PCF to be its
most useful tool in ~ u r o ~ e . " " 'A British official rerurning from a m p to France added to
the paranoia when he stated rhat Paris was the control center of a heavily armed "secret
army" ready to act on orders from Moscow. It is clear that the United States took such
rumors very seriously. To prevent the takeover of France by anned Comrnunist
insurrectionists, President Truman approved a plan to send in h e r i c a n troops. In the
interim the United States would have to do its best to weaken the influence of the
Communists by encouraging and suppomng policical factions open to US. influence.'12

The powerful fear of communism led the United States to tread sofily in situations
that could only be resolved through firm action. General Clay openly wondered whether
the State Department was doing anythrng at al1 to alter French behavior. Freeman "Doc"
Matthews, from the Office of European Affairs, conceded the fact that the State
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Department had taken no action to rernedy the situation and had no plans to change its
approach. He stated that the State Department's immediate priorities lay with buttressing
the interna1 stability of France and preventing an even greater rnove toward popular
support of the PCF. Any actions that might affect the balance of power into the
Cornmunisr camp had to be carefuily wciphed and e~aluated."~

The United States saw itself as construcring a global defensive strategy ta rebuild

Europe and halt the progress of comrnunism; this stance directly conflicted with the
stron; autonomous saeak in French identity. France had suffered enormous losses as a
result of the war and was inevitably womed that U.S.economic and foreign policies
would endanger its future status. The French were not willing to sirnply sit back and
allow the United States to map out their future. To aliow such an event would mean that
France would essentially cease to be France. If the French zone in Germany could be a
useful French tool to influence Xmerica's European policy, then the domestic threat of
Cornmunism could be put to a sirnilar use curbing the United States domestic influence in
France. French identity and independence would remain secure as its diplomats put a
particularly French spin on the comrnunist menace to France.

As early as October 27, 1944, U.S. Ambasador Jefferson Caffery noted, "As
France goes, the Continent of Europe will probably go and it is not in our interest to have

-
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the continent.. . dorninated by any single power - fhend or enemy."l'" The triurnph of
"aggressive and militant" French Communism would mean, "the entire continent might
fa11 into the Russian ~rbit.""~The worry expressed by Caffery reveals just how much
power France really had at its disposal. The United States could not sirnply treat the
French as weak dependents. In fact, for the most part French diplornacy held irs own
against the dominant power in the West.

A Quai d'Orsay analysis of July 20, 1945 noted the "marked incornprehensiun"

benveen France and the United States when it came to most foreign policy goals.
However, it emphasized that the Soviets, unlike the Americans, stood "indusmally
incapable of furnishing [France] wirh the equipment necessary to rebuild our i n d ~ s t r ~ . " " ~
Indeed, the French economy was in a shambies in 1944 and recovery seemed highly
unlikely without massive foreign aid, even if France rnanaged to gain riIl the demands
outlined in the Allied Control Council for reparations. Only the United States could
provide the necessary funds. An important part of French policy would become stnking
a balance between accepting U.S.aid without losing autonorny and maintaining an
independent foreign policy, counter to Amencan goals. Indeed, Amencan diplornats
argued that the United States had no choice but to deal with the "sour puss" French on
their own tems or face the consequences of a Communist dominated Europe. Several
weeks aficr this interchange, .4mbassador Caffery warned that U.S.economic supplies to
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France must be maintained, partly to preserve the market for U.S. goods, but also to
prevent Frauce frorn falling under foreign domination.'"

In February 1946, Paris based U.S diplomat Livingston T. Merchant (later
appointed Ambassador to Canada, 1956-19%; 1961- 1962 and Undersecretary of State for
Political Affairs in the late 1960s) observed that France could move in one of nvo
directions. It could, "gamble on a new world", that is the Xrnerican mode1 of private
enterprise and modemization, or on the other hand, it could choose the path of "economic
self-~ontainment,""~Such a choice would be disastrous to Arnerican interesrs since the
consensus in the State Department was that restrictive econornic practices spawned not
only dictators and wars, but also smacked of Comrnunist practices. To keep France on
the right path, the United States began to pump Amencan funds into the devastated
econorny. From 1945 to 1954, the United States contributed nearly $1 billion a year to
the French e ~ o n o r n ~ . ' ' ~
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Chapter 5

International Diplornatic Ascent Reconciled with Economic Descent

The Second World War Ieft France in a demoralized state. Its economy was
shattered, the national administrative rnachinery was nonexistent, and industrial and
commercial centres were devastaced. General Charles de Gaulle recalls this period in his
mernoirs noring, "Paris was without the mems regulnrly to comrnunicate with the
provinces.. . The railways were CO al1 intents and purposes at a halt.. . As for the roads.
2000 bridges were down; hardly 300,000 vehicles were roadwonhy out of the former

total of three milli~n.""~in April 1945, eight months after the liberation of Paris, 35
percent of the French stated that food and transport were the most urgent interna1
problems, compared with 13 percent who put the elections and the organization of
political parties ftrst."' At the b e g i ~ i n gof 1946, 59 percent of the French population
could heat only one room during the winter. hocher poll showed that there was no
optimism about the economic future; only 29 percent expressed hope.I2'

The French economic situation was such that only massive foreign aid could bring
about long-term recovery. in August f 945, General de Gaulle stated laconically, "the
President and W. Byrnes, underlined the American wish to help France to as speedy as
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Charles de Gaulle, Mémoires, vol. 3, (Paris), 1959, pp. 5-6.
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16 Aprii 1945, ministère des Maires étrangères, Affaires diverses cornmerciaies, no.
4085.
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1 Februq 1946.

possible a recovery, and even to increase her productive capacity: they stated that every
request for equipment for the French mining industry would be given absolute priority by
the United tat tes,"'" The French govemment was able to reconcile its desire to remain
independent of foreign influence with its need for economic support by referruig to the
aid as "gift~".'?~Indeed, as late as 1947 the United States gran~edemcrgency interim aid
amounting to 3 17 million dollars. Over 66 percent of the officiai bread ration during the
winter of 1945 was providçd fiee of charge by the United States ro the French
governmenc through gifts of flour, as well as 60 percent of the petrol ration and 20
percent of the coaI used."'

Despite French efforts to rebuild the econorny and hmerican aid, within a period
of 5 years, the franc had lost six-sevenths of its nominal value. Nothing like this had ever
happened in the history of France and it had an effect on the way the French people
viewed the United States. As the need for American aid increased, distnist of the United
States skyrocketed. Indeed, 50 percent of the French believed that Amencan aid was
primarily designed to provide the United States with foreign markets, and only 18 percent
believed that it was the resuit of a sincere desire to aid Europe. Ln fact 15 percent of the
French people believed that American aid represented the desire to interfere in European
affairs.
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France's international prestige continued to suffer because of poor econornic
conditions. General de Gaulle recorded his realization that, before France could again
count in the councils of the world, it had to rebuild its shattered political organization and

in economy."'

French policy held that the nation remained important because of die

strategic and military Senefits of its geographic location. However, as long as France
remriined in a temporary srate of decline it was vulnerable to pressure and exploiracion by
others. Even if left weak and unsupponed, France could sri11 use its geographical
position, irs recognized place in major power circles, and its nuisance value to h m
American interests."'

In French diplomatic circles, it was fully accepted that France had

to reach for greamess once more, not only for irself, but also for the benefit of the world.
At

the same time, French policy would reflect the desire, in a nation which had been for a

tfery long time a great power, to revive the sense of being masrer of its o ~ v ndestiny as far

as was stiil possible.'29

4 s late as 1950 United States aid was responsible for an average of 18 percent per
annum (1944 to 1950) of al1 invesnnents in France, most of which went into the
notionaiized industries. A public opinion poll dated 1 October 1947 showed that 78

1 September 1947.
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percent of those asked beiieved that the economic situation was worse than the previous
year. A further 35 percent believed that lack of food was France's single greatest
~ in this
problem and 87 percent believed that the situation would w ~ r s e n . 'It~ was
arrnosphere that the French Communist Party began to charge that French economïc
dependence was making it a colony of che United states.13' The United States was
extremely carelùl never to give the impression that it was influencing the domestic policy
of France. but this did not deter the Communist Pany.

Amencan policy in France was based upon the theory that the United States
"should make it clear that it is not our purpose to impose upon the peoples of Europe any
particular form of political or economic association. The future organization of Europe
must be determined by the peoples of ~ u r o ~ e . " ' "Amencan oficials wished to give the
impression that "it was a basic feature of Arnerican policy.. . [that] the concept of
'friendly aid'. .. remained predominant in Amencan thinking."'33 At the same time, they
often had difficulty reconciling a deep rooted belief that France should follow the lead of
the United States with the strong-minded, independent streak of the French.
Undersecretary of State Sumner Welles achowledged that, "ever since the tenth century,

1 3 " ~ ~ t Français
i~t
d'opinion publique, Ministère des Affaires étrangères,
1 October 1947.
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France has been one of the great nations of the world" but times had chmged and it could
no longer "ignore the nventieth century economic reality."'3J

No maner how careful the United States was to maintain the perception a
"partnership" with France, distrust remained strong among French poiicy makers. Jean
Monnet arzued, "the sovereipnry of the French people, the expression of which was
suspended by the Occupation of France. must be completely safeguarded, and any
organization outside of France shouid be prevented from arrogating to itself the slightest
atom of a right to the leadership of the French people."'35 This applied to both the
Gerrnan military threat and the ovenvhelming cultural and econornic power of the United
States. Indeed, as late as 1947 Jean Baptiste Duroselle, discussing American aid to France
proclaimed, "there are a few occasions in history when a decision so purely technical on
the surtàce has produced such memendous ~onse~uences.""~
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France Proposes a 8 e w Path for Econornic Renewal
France soon responded to its economic crisis by proposing a plan for economic
reconstruction that would, of course, involve Germany and would highlight France's
potential for power in the future. Foreign Minister Georges Bidault argued France had to
protect its "traditionai indusmes," that were so much weaker than "the huge Amencan

industrie^."'^'

Bidault believed economic security could Se gained through dismantling

existing indusmes in Germruiy, placing the Ruhr under international control and by
joining the Saar with

on aine."'

The cornbined econornic resources of these regions

n-ould be used to serve France and remedy its serious coal shortage.

Jean Monnet, who had been Chair of the Franco-British Economic Co-ordination
Committee and spent much of World War II in Washingon D.C., where he made many
powertùl fnends, believed he had a solution co reconciling the need for aid with the desire
for autonomy. Monnet hoped to use h e r i c a n doilars to help reconstruct an efficient,
expanding economy necessary for French power and independence. As Monnet put it,

In March 1946,
France faced the choice between "modemization or de~adence."'~~
Monnet sent a rnemorandurn to Bidault in which he outlined the basis for future
economic policy. The aims of security and French economic reconstniction were seen as
'j7 "Le charbon de la Ruhr et de la Pologne, L ;Innée Politique 1946, pp. 134,478,and
"Mernorandum of Conversations at the White House on August 22, 1935 Benveen President
Truman,Generai de Gaulle and Georges Bidault," FRUS 1945, pp. 707 - 7 11.
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inseparable, The plan fuIfiIled foreign policy requirernenl for securky with domestic
needs for coal and stee1.I4'

France's need for dollars led some to suggest an increase in dependence upon the
United States. While rhe 1936 "Monnet Plan" did cal1 for a general shift towards the
trnited States, ir also ciearly defined French independence and power. The ideal simation
W ~ ro
S

never accept bonds that could not be rernoved and that might submit France to the

decisions of others long after the ties were no longer in France's interest. intense

cooperation and exchanges were acceptabIe as long as entanglements could be
avoided."' Furcherniore, Monnet believed it was wonhwhile to accept some loss of

autonomy in order to secure '*the promise of htrure independence."'"

German coal

bound the Monnet plan to the French Thesis. The plan's ambitious targets would require
large supplies of coke and coal. These could onIy corne h m western Germany; SG
French economic needs wouId support the primary concern with military security a-d
thus reinforce ir~de~endence."~
The Monnet Plan could bolster French military security
daims on the Ruhr and Rhineland by adding an economic justification. As Jobn S. Hill

notes, "Monnet's mernorandun to de Gaulle of December 4, 1945 had liaked a long-term
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reconstruction plan to foreign credits, foreign credits to rapid modemization, rapid
modemization to increased production, and increased production to national economic
independence."'*

l\;hile domestically, French policy makers feared that France was drifiing too
close to the United States because of increased econornic aid, Amencan policy makers
begm ro fear the opposite. In 1946, Merchant observed rhat the French rnindset was
geared toward self-sufficiency and enjoyed "greater popular and political appeal" for it
"cut deprndence" and "conformed to the desire for national accomplishment and
strength." This would be extremely disappointing for Amencan hopes for "a liberalized,
expanding world trade." Merchant warned that the United States could head off any such
catastrophe with an increase in dollar aid. h l e n weighing the expense of loans to France
and other nations, Congress should also "calculate how many hours a billion dollars lasts
in fighting an all-out ~ a r . " " ~

French foreign policy in Germany was closeIy linked with plans to rebuild the
economy. While Arnerican aid was appreciated, the dangers to an autonomous identity
that came along with it required France offer its own solution to recovery. On October 5 ,
1945, General de Gaulle spoke of integrating the French zone of occupation into the

economy of France as a possible solution to speed economic recovery. The suggestion
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was proposed once more in November and December of the same year. in addition,
France continued to argue, rernoving the Ruhr, Rhineland and Saariand from the
authority of the Allied Control Council and putting it under French authoriry would
provide the economy with copious amounts of coal. When American diplomats
reminded the Frecch of what a devastating effect ttiis would have on the German
economy, France's response was to suggest the Germans would jusr have ro "make [the]
necessary adjustments" to deal with the inevitrible foreign exchange d e t i ~ i t . ' ~ ~

On March 24, 1946, Prime Minister Félix Gouin, in a speech at Strasbourg
attempted to shft the French government's stance toward a less rigid line on G r n a n y .
The foreign policy of Bidault was seerningly disavowed when Gouin stated, "annexation,
wherher open or disguised is no solution." He then proceeded to request an increased
supply of coal from the ~ l l i e s . ' "This
~ reversal of French policy would not be ailowed to

go unchecked. Within nvo weeks French policy returned to presenting a unified foreign
policy to the world. A communique published after the Cabinet meeting of April5, 1946
reaffirmed. "the continuity of France's policy with regard to the Ruhr, the Rhineland and
the ~ a a r . " 'In
~ ~fact, what forced the r e m to rhe French Thesis on Germany were
threats fiom Bidault, his MRP and the PCF. If existing policies were not followed to their
natural conclusions, Gouin's coaiition governent would fail.
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Bidault felt certain that any sign of rebeat in French foreign policy would bring
the successes of the last few years crastiing down and France would once more be
perceived as a weakened nation whuse only source of economic support was the United
States. The PCF stated simiIar motives behind backing Bidault against Gouin. DucIos
noted such a change wouid be disasnous since it would be an agreement reached "at the
prics of French securitv, of which the intemationaIization of the Ruhr was an essential
condirion.""19 For France, integrarion of the Saar represented guarancees of material
reparations from Germany as compensation for wmime damage. The French coal crisis
remained a crutch to economic recovery and policy planners believed control of the Saar
regicn, with its vast stores of coalmines, would bolster its economy while dampening the
image of France as reliant on h e r i c a n aid.lcOIndeed, Henri G. Rathenau, Councilor for
the Foreign Commerce of France, noted as late as 1950 that between 60 and 70 percent of

the Saar's esports were to France, and 84 eo 87 percent of ies impons came £tom French
indusnies."' Indeed, in August 1949, ar the f m t session of the Council of Europe,
France was still arguing that the best way to prevent the Saar's reattachment to Germany

and to rnaintain France's special economic and smtegic role, was by making it
autonomous politically. The recognition of the Saar's autonomy by the nations of the
world, including Germany, wouId estabIish a stable situation against the day when a
peace treaty would be negotiated with Germany.
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France offers its Own Vision of Europe: International Balancing Act

France's foreign policy in Gemany highlighted French autonomy and its abiIiy
to challenge the United States on international issues. At the same time, French
diplomats ned their ;oals in Germany to reconciling increasing economic dependence
upon the United States with maintainhg independence. However, for French policy to
truly achieve a sdution to the dilemma of autonomy, it would need to propose an
alternative to the world order suggested by Amcrican diplomats. As Charles G, Cogan
posited, "France was well placed in its geography: it is hard for the 'country of the
center' to faIl into isolation. It is dificuit to create a defense structure for Europe without

rance.""'

Effectively, the economic and social reliabiliry of a stable post-wu Europe

established through conciliation and the unity sought by the United States, conflicted
with the hl1 independence for which the French were smving. French policy was based
on a belief that if the influence of the United States grew too great France would not only
lose its international prestige, but that rnystical quality that made up its national character.

.At

Brest, on July 22, 1945, de Gaulle proclaimed France had a great role to play

in the world. This consisted of being "a link between the two worlds." It was essential
that France should be "neither a pawn in the game of others, nor their ba~lefield."'~~
France would pursue a policy that would place it berween the United States and the

Is2 Charles G. Cogan, OfdestAllies, Guarded Fnendr: The United States and France Since
1940, (Praeger: Westpon), 1994, p. 7.

"'Werth., p.255.

Soviet Union as "the arbitrator between the two camps."1SJ The implementation of this
very broad policy was intended to be "equidistant fiom the 'nvo camps.

Y
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French

policy would maintain a precarious balance behveen accepting foreign aid from the
United States and pursuing an independent role for France in the post-war world. The
gowing intensity of the Cold War would inevitably alter the nature of France's German
policy. but French diplomaric aims remained essentially unchanged. Even today, French
policy remains dominated by ai desire to promote its special pirice in the world and to
avoid too close an association with che power of the United States.

Frances "middle of the road" approach to foreign policy was v e l much rooted in
philosophical reasoning. It seemed CO suggest that superpowers based on ideologies
would come and go, but France transcended al1 of this. Existentialist philosopher JeanPaul Sartre defined the role of France in October of 1945. He noted that even though
France "has lost much of its power," it was very important to remernber, "France is our
concrete situation.. . our onIy chance.. . and if we decide to take our chance on life.. . we
have to take our chance on France, and commit owselves to finding a place for France in
this tough world, this hurnanity in danger of death."'26 To de Gaulle and Bidault,
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of de Gaulle and a decade afler German reunification French foreign policy continues to be
dominated by a need to assen individualiq at al1 costs and to avoid the label of "satellite state" to
any power.
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France's place was squarely between the power of the United States and the Soviet
Union.

"We are interested in affairs which go beyond the West. France will never permit
itself to be limited to the Western part of the world," Georges Bidault declared in 194j.'~'
As André Siegfried declared ar the rime, France Yelt its mission to be that of serving as a
muderriting elsment, indispensable to rhe equilibrium benveen the grex blocs that are

q i n g to divide up the world between them."i5a Perhaps the best rxample of this
philosophy expressed as policy came fkom Salomon Gnimbach, member of the French
Socialist Party and President of the Foreign Affairs Commission of the Council of the
Republic. He felt it was for the govemment of the Republic,
"far French diplomacy to do al1 that our international position, al1 that the
influence we have been able to keep in spite of the weakening of our
material forces, allows us in order to promote the reconciliation of the
Anglo-Suon counmes and Soviet Russia, without which there will be no
certain and stable world peace, no viable solution to the German
problem."'5g
Charles de Gaulle wanted to kecp Germany contained while smking a balance
benveen the two superpowers. He saw the growing fear of communism as a lever to
boost French independence and pry aid fiom the United States. An increasingly fearful
knbassador Caffiey was told, ''1 would much rattier work with the USA," but if 1cannot
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work with you 1 must work with the Soviets... even if in the long run they gobble us
Of course de Gaulle, was so obsessed with restoring French grandeur and gloiy,
that he would never allow France to be piaced in such a position. The threat of movin;
into the Soviet sphere was suffisient to silence Amencan complaints about France's
German policy while allowing it to remain in the center.

Policy held rhar small States. threatened by the domination of the superpowers.
could mrn co French leadership in keeping Europe as independent as possible of
superpower rivalries. Le kfonde urged that the European bloc should try to maintain an
equal independence from Moscow and Washington or face the fate of pawns behveen the

nvo superpowers. France would act as the "ivedding ring" or "hyphen" benveen East and
West. irihat becomes clear is that the ideological differences between the two
superpowers did not play a large rote in shaping the French middle gound policy. A11
members of the governing coaIition of the M W ,the Socialists and the Comrnunists
supponed it. Once more the desire to reassen the power of France superseded
international or party politics. For this reason, French diplomats desired the creation of a
regular system of intervention in the domestic affairs of a decentralized Germany. This
would guarantee against indirect aggression, since it would prevent the resurgence of a
hostile German state. Essentially, Bidault and de Gaulle believed that the assertion of
French leadership on the European continent would leave Germany isolated and once
more establish France as a great power.

"The Ambassador in France (Cafiery! ro the Acting Secretary of State, May 5 , 1945, FRUS
1945, Vol. IV:Europe, 1968, p. 686.

De Gaulle noted, "of course, we do not have the temerity to believe that we c m

alone assure the security of Europe. We need

alliance^."^"

France, as self-appointed

rnediator in the East-West conflict, wished to renew the unity of the former Allies on the
basis of a general agreement on the German problem, thus giving France the seairiré
rorak that had escaped it in 1919.'~' Ideally, France wished to establish a triple enrenre

based on London, Paris and Moscow. The French believed "a community of intsrests"
t.sis:ed ivith Russia in regard to Gerrnan revival. According to a 1945 opinion poll. four-

fifthsof the French public found the .-ûnericans too easy on the Gemans. Twency

percent of the public gave fust priority to the relations with the United States. 23 percent
put priority on ries with the Soviet

ni on.'^'

French efforts to strengthen ties with the Soviet Union in order to counter the
domestic and international influence of the United States often proved fnistratingly
ineffective. For the most part, the Soviet Union ignored French calls for closer ties and
remained vague on the question of mutual defence treaties. From 1944, when de Gaulle
first brought the issue to Moscow, onward, the Soviet Union refused to ally itseif with
France. In November 1945, Monsieur Alphand, an officia1 of the Quai d'Orsay, went to
Moscow to argue the French case in Gennany. A mernorandun was submined on the

Ruhr and Rhineland implying French support against any German attempts to recover the
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Eastern renirones.'"

Unfortunately for French aims, the Soviets showed very linle

enthusiasm toward any of the French proposais. Stalin had beiinled the power of France
and Krushchev stated, "France is a charming country; only the French c m never make up

their minds about anyrhing. We liks people to be our friends or our enemies. We don't
like wobb~ers."'~~
hdeed, the lack of enthusiasm from the Soviet Lrnion forced France to
eventually shiri its policies toward a Western Ewopean policy rather than a pan-Europcan

one.
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The Cold War Forces French Poiicy to Change

By late 1946, the Cold War was slowly warming up and French attempts to

develop doser ties to the Soviet Union vis-à-vis Germany were going nowhere quickly.
At the same cime, the problem of preventing the resurrection of a strong, united Germany
seemed to be solving itself. However. the solution to France's Gsrman problem was one
that threatened the careiùl balancing act benveen East and West that de Gaulle, Bidauit.
and Sartre had so eloquently argued for. The spring of 1936 saw increasing rumors of a
split benveen the Westem Allies and the Soviet Union. This division was accentuated by
the virtual embargo on food expsrts fiom eastem Gemany, and by the American
embargo on industrial expons ficm the west.

Georges Bidault rejoiced at the chance of dealing with the German threat once
and for all; however, he despaired at what the end of cordial East - West relations would
mean for France. It was slowly becoming evident that the world and Europe were being
divided into two hostile blocs and that France would have to side with one or the other.
Still, Bidault was loyal to his vision of France as a mediator of the middle ground and on
May 28, 1946 he declared "the division of Germany, as suggested by the AngloAmerican press" could not be eonsidered a solution. It could only be considered the Enal
breakdom of al1 attempts between the Allies to sertle the Gerrnan problem.
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On September 5, 1946 the United States made clear its intentions to counter
France's Thesis on Germany with a new thesis of its own. Secretary of State Bymes
made a speech at Stuttgart in which he stated the United States wanted to see Germany
become a federal state with a democntic and national cenual government that was
sconomically unired. There would be no need for any special control in the Ruhr or
Rhineland. which would only. "place [hem under the political domination of foreign
powers." In short, the United States was not in hvor of any "economic
intemationalization of the Ruhr." French policy secmed to have been defeated in the
hour it took the Secretary of State to complete the speech. The only positive outcome for
France was Byme's view that it could have economic control of the Saar. 167

in February 1947, during a moment of despair, a distraught Bidault quietly

confidcd to Jefferson Caffery, "1 am only too weil aware that France is a defeated country
and our drraa of resroring her power and glory at this juncture seems far from reality."16*

To al1 intents and purposes, France seemed as if it had no choice but to give up its policy.
However, Caffery had spent years in Paris dealing with French diplomats and poiiticians
and was certain that France would not give up qcietly. He was convinced that Bidault

was too committed to his aims in the Ruhr-Rbeland to abandon them easily. The
Ambassador suspected the French would be willing to strike a deal with the Soviet Union
on Germany and warned the new Secretary of State, George Marshall that, "while
- - -
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Bidault's principles are basically ami-Cornrnunist, at the Moscow Conference [you] will
by no means be able to count on hirr~."'~~

Bidault, though discouraged by the Stungarc speech, still believed France could
achieve al1 its goals in Gennany if things went well at the Moscow Conference. On
Fsbmaty 28, 1947 in a debate of the French Assembly, there were hopes for a lasting
serrlerncnr of the German problem and for guamtees of French security. Former Premier
Paul Reynaud went so far as to advocate CO-operationwith .America and Britain in order

to guarantee Ruhr coal expons. Florirnond Bonte, of the PCF, wanted thc Soviets to
share in the connol of the Ruhr and criticized the idea of a decentralized Germany.
Bidault had already assured Deputies in the Foreign Affairs Commission that he would
continue to demand the territorial detachment of the Ruhr fkom Germany. He
emphasized the consistency of curre;;: French policy with that of Clemenceau and
Poincaré after the Great War and promised a fm defense of this policy while COoperating with both East and

est.'"

Sitting on the razor's edge remained the

prerequisite of any French foreip policy.

The Moscow Conference proved to be a faiIure for French aims not because of
some intemal French weakness, but due to the continued Russian refusal to work closely
with France. As Young notes, "despite the confidence of his speech, despite al1 the

arguments in favour of maintaining France's German policy, and despite the need to
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preserve East - West unity as the way to safeguard France's securis, and political unity,
there were clear and abundant signs that Bidault's policy would not win through at
'v~oscow."'~'indeed, at Moscow rhs fragmentation of the Cold War was apparent for al1
ro see. East Bloc states lined up behind the Soviet policy of a cenualized German

-eovenunent and high reparations.

On the other hand, Western states feared that high

reparations would min the European economy. Once again, France stood alone wirh no
support for irs cal1 for ri sepante Ruhr Srate. Only the Benelux countnes expressed 3
ilisht interest in seeing rpecial controls on the Ruhr and a confedenied Geman state.'"

On Evlarch 10, 1947, the opening day of the conference, Bidault met Georse
hlarshall only to be told that if France wanted coal supplies and a share in the Ruhr. it
would have to join the .hglo--4merican ~izone."' Then on March 12, President
Truman, in an address to Congress, depicted a world in which everyone had to choose
benveen the political ideals of communism and liberal democracy. Immediate economic
and rnilitary aid would be sent to Greece and Turkey to battle the g r o of~Communism.
In response to Truman's deciamion, the Congres of the United States promptly
appropriated S400,000.000 for rhis purpose. There was very linle enthusiasm for the
"Truman Docmne" in France. Bidault believed it threatened any hope of France steering
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a middle course between East and West. Gearges Catroux, France's Ambassador to the

Soviec Union benveen 1945 and 1948, felt that, yet again, the United States had made a
psychological error thar was more likely to emge Russia than paciQ it. Vincent Auriol,
first President of the Founh Republic (1947 - 1954) expressed surprise at the tone of the

~
Thorez, leader of the
speech and wondered about its likely tffect on the P C F . ' ~Maurice

PCF.anacked Truman's speech in the Cabinzt on March 18 as showing a desire to divide
the nwld and to use ..dollar dipiurnacy'. to influence European yovérnment policies. l'

Bidault mer StaIin on March 17 for the first cime since de GauiIels December
1944 meeting. Stalin received him before boch the American and British delegates

remarking, "ir is better to be nvo against wu chan three against one." If France would

help Russia get an agreement on reparations, the Soviet Union would not stand in
France's tvay with reeard to the Ruhr. This offer rang hollow since the French did not
need Soviet approval to keep the Saar and increase coal exports. To the French, it was

becoming increasingly evident that a choice would have to be made benveen "a deal with
Washington behind Stalin's back," versus "a deal with Moscow behind the back of the
This of course would mark an end to France's daims of neutrality
.~glo-~a.~ons."176

benveen the nvo great powers. The best Bidault could say of the outcome of the
conference was: "We did our best and we worked hard. We main our hope and our
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detemination to succeed. But no time must be lost. The interests of France, which are
also those of justice, have been respected.'""

A 1947 Quai d 'Orsay report noted that the lack of results at the Mosîcjw

Conference had only set back the resolution of the German problem and that the Germans
sould only profit from the disagreement among the Allies. It came to the conciusion that
the division of Germmy benveen East and West was a likely event and France would

nced ro work with the Angle-Xmericans to resolve the funire of Western Germany and to
seek concessions on the Ruhr and Saar in retum for mzonal c o ~ ~ e r a t i o n . " ~

Raymond Aron wote in Combar that although. on the face of it, France had not
);et chosen "benveen East and West,"

::if

choice could not be delayed much longer. He

noccd. "it is not fair to Say that we depend equally on both the giants. For reconsmiction
\ve are largely dependent on the USA. Without .4mencan credits even the present
rnediocre standard of living of the French people would not be possibie."1'9 He went on
ro Say that France could afford to remain neutral in issues thai did not involve it. but in

the German issue, where France's interesa were directly involved. it would have to cake
sides. The only possibility therefore was for France to support .Angle-American policy:
"for if Germany is not reconstructed with us, it may well be reconstructed against us."'80
-
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Only a few rnonths later an intemal crisis in Paris would highlight France's response to
rhe changes of the last few months.

On April30, 1947 a wildcat strike spread through the Renault auto plant near

Paris. Over 20,000 worken went on smke as a protest against low cost of living
increasss. The Conjederalion Générale du Travail came out in favor of the sniking
~vurkersand rhis forced the PCF to choose benveen backing the workers' pay dsmands or
supporting their government's wage policies. MRP and Socialist rnernbers of the
coalition govemment refused to grant Thorez's pleas for wage hikes and the govemment
gound to a halt. On May 7' 1947, Premier Ramadier was forced to ask the Sational
Assembly for a vote of confidence on the issue and the PCF was dismissed frorn the
govemment. ISI

HeadIines across the United States declared: "Ramadier Fires Reds." This
outcome pleased the Amencans no end and France was promised an imrnediate increase

in aid. On May 9, 1947 the U.S.dominated World Bank made its first loan ever, a 9.50
million grant to France. Despite the absence of the French Communists in governrnent,
their continued presence in the political landscape allowed French policy to continue
exploiting American fears. Jefferson Caffery warned that France needed still more aid or
the Ramadier govemment would fa11 and divide France betweea the Comrnunists and the
ultra-nanonalistic followers of de Gaulle. A Cornmunisr victory in France threatened
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"Soviet penetration of Western Europe, Africa, the Mediterranean and Middle East.. . Our
position.. . in Germany rendered precarious if not untenable."18'

The rnanner in which the May 1947 crisis was dealt with was typicdly French and

still very much concerned with perceptions and identity. Some historians have hinted
rhac the dismissal of the PCF from coalition government was proof of France's
xquisscence to Xmericm demands. However, the French made it very clear that the
dismissal w s an interna1 maner that had nothing to do with American demands or
lorei y policy concems. At the time, political commentator Frxyois Goguel argued the
soniinued economic crisis in France was what brought the issue to a head. He noted rhat
5.5 million French citizens had voted for the PCF and a surge of Arnencan inîluenced

The Renault saike was acmally
anri-communism would surely have led ro blood~hed.!~~
a rnicrocosm of pica al French policy actions carefully crafted and shaped io give the

desired impression ta various groups. Intemally, the French people were reassured that
Amencan influence had nothing to do with the expulsion, while intemationally the
Lrited States was pleased with the outcome regardless of the reasons.

The sumrner of 1947 saw France's hopes for economic recovery given a new
lease on life. On Sune 5, Secretary of State Marshall made an address at H m a r d that
reconciled French economic concerns with the changing nature of its German policy.
Marshall described the economic ills of Europe and prescribed a remedy to restore &'the
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confidence of the European people in rhe econornic hrure oirhcir own counmes and of
Europe as a whole." The United States would contribute fun& and "fnendly aid in the
drafiing of a Europem program."'84 h France, the ceaction of the press nveded the

snong sense of involvement over deciding ifie hnue of Europe. in L 'Humaniri, Pierre
Counade wrote: "is this supposed to be d u t biendly aid whicti. as Marshall suggesred,
n.as noc !ined

up w t h any ~deolog'?,
.. TQ jubjcribe

to

the M~rshallPlan tvithout my

guannrse is ro acccpt thar 'worid leadership'. bar Trmm nikcd abovr. The Srai
i 6 0 r s q vis not askmg for even tûe mort elemcntary oafantets."i'5

The declaration oiMarshall Plan aid did not farce F r m e CO give up irs claims ro
neuualiry or of forging its own destiny. Bidault declared bar France did not want to see
Europe *'shnnk"and announced chat he had invitcd 'ciolotov ro take part in tfirte power
i3ih

to discuss Soviet pamcipation in the hianhall P!an. Aficr 5ve meetings wirh

Bidault. >lolotov ?roclairned that the Marshall Plan n.as incompatible with Soviet
conceptions of national sovereipry. 36 Despire Fm.c:'j b e s effom, the Cold i V u a u
rnoving into full sear.

The Frtnch ?ress rcspnded by scvcre1y cririciring ,Lloiotov and the Soviet Lraion

for wreckmg Europem cooperation and internarional solidanty. Claude Bourdet wrote an
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editorial in the July 6, 1947 edition of Combat that declared, "we are told that we must
choose - choose between the USSR and the USA, benveen East and West, beween the
Right and Lefi, between de Gaulle and the Communists. Must we give up our desperate
desire to represent a civilization on the narrow rnargin between the two worlds.r p 187 Even
ac this lare date, France seemed determined to see its way through to rnaintaining its hard

fought for independence and autonomy.

Indeed, the events of June 1948 reveal that the French remained detemined to
maintain a strong independent streak. While some historians have argued the union of
the French, British and h e r i c a n zones into the Federal Republic of Germany and its
integration into the Western European econorny with a reformed economy signaled the
end of French distancing tactics from the West, nothing is further from the mth. The
Soviets quickly countered the unification moves of the western powers by cutting off
access to the jointly occupied city of Berlin. However, during this entire penod France
continued to maintain a policy of abstaining fiom active participation based upon the
national goals of the French Thesis. This obviously upset many within the h e r i c a n
government who wished to present a unified western stance against any Soviet action. A
pleading telegram to Paris read, "Mr. Marshall has asked me to express his earnest hope
that French govt. can see its way clear to approve program for Western Germany.. . U.S.
Govt. will be motivated by desire to achieve objective stated rtbove and will give careful
considention to views of F r e n ~ h . " ' ~ ~
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The United States continued to face opposition fiom France on the issue of
Germany. Caffery w o t e to the Quai d'Orsay noting, "if the French governrnent, casting
aside the progress made in recent months, should now insist on reueating to so limited a
prognm as the mere announcement of reform, pooling of foreign uade, and revision of
internai tiontiers. not merely would Europem belief in the force and unity of the Wesrem
pouers suffer ti blow. but the confidence of the Amrrican people in Westem Europe
wouId susrain an even greriter ~ h o c k . " " ~An intemal analysis led the .American to
believr. "Bidault now feus that he has gone too far to meet us at London and is trying to
find a way to crawl out."iSo Indeed, in later correspondence Bidault highlighted just how
mon; support for the French Thesis remained in France when he pointed out, "1'11 have
ro face the .4ssernbly and given the attitude of the Comrnunists, the Gaullists, and the
Socialists. I don? know how we will come out. Everyone will ask me if the Russians take
aggressive action at Berlin. Whzt will the Arnencans do'?"i9' Bidault expected violent
opposition from every secror of political life in the face of a weakening of the French
position on Germany.
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Even when France fell in line to support the United States, it maintained
conditions that had to be met. For exarnple, the French refused to cooperace unless "the
effective panicipation of France in the control of the German industrial potential shall be
assumed with a view to bring about, in panicular, rtn international management of the
Ruhr."192 The ovemding theme of the dispatch was that "French demands for securiry,

indispensable to the maintenance of pcace. shall be sari~fied."'~'Once again. interna1
U.S. correspondence showed rhe level of concem over French actions in Germany. A

dispatch %om the Secretary of State to the Embassy in France reads, "we are most
concemed about para. 5 of Foreign Affairs Committee motion.. . accordirig to which
French _rovemrnent is to veto anything which might run counter to French
rese~vations."'~~

It is quite clear that by the winter of 1948 French foreign policy continued to rely

on the same tactics first used in 1944 with the declaration of the French thesis. The
formation of a Western Gzrrnan state simply brought the foreign policy debate ro a new
level. As late as November 1948 France voiced concerns ernphasizing the tenets of the
French Thesis, mainly control of the Ruhr and French Security. This is clearly seen in a

dispatch tkom the hmbassador in the United Kingdom to the State Deparment wherein
he notes the French government expressed fears that "the control and dismbution of coal,
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coke and steel of the Ruhr cannot be properly effective if the international authority does
not retain a certain nurnber of the powers of conuol over the management of plants now
exercised by the allied authoritie~."'~~
Once more, sec~uicyconcems and the need to
assert identity remained at the forefront of al1 French policy goals.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

As 1948 dawned it seemed easy to discount French foreign policy aims over the
pasc four years as a failure. M e r ail, France failed in its attempts to gain the Ruhr and

Saar for itself. irs economy remained at wartime lows. and the Cold War seemed to

indicate that France would have to side with the West or stand done in the dark.
However?the prirnary goal of French policy was a success. The nation went from being
al1 but discounted by the Allies in 1944 to being a primary concern of American foreign
policy rnakers in 1948, More importantly, French poiicy showed that even with a badly
dttrnaged economy, France could stand up qainst the influences of the poliricaily and

c.conomically dominant United States. The fact that so many of documents in The
Foreign Relations of the United States series in the second haif of the nventieth century

are devoted to discussing French blocking measures. srubbom attitudes, and France's
annoying habit of replying to every U.S initiative with one of its own, shows that France
had a serious impact on how the United States would approach Europe. The people of
France were shown that, though hurt, their nation still maintained powerful links to its
proud past. For proof, one need only look to the fact that France managed to stall and
challenge Amencan policy in Europe for the four years fkom 1944 to 1948, and offered a
coherent and feasible alternative to U.S. domination.

The fact that France failed to prevent the start of the Cold War does not
necessady reflect a t'ailure of its policy of remaining in the rniddle. Even as Europe was

divided between Eastern and Western blocs, France continued in a policy of independent
thought and autonomous action. The French character was not suited to pandering to the
superpowers and the desire to be an arbinator remains strong and active today. France at
the start of the 2 1'' cenfury fiils exactly the new world role it was searching for
throughout the 1940s as a strong, vocal middle power, wirh a strong presence in the
United Kations and a srrong link to its past as la grande ieiatiort. If France's post-war
policy had truly failed, it would not be what it is todriy: uniqurly French.

Finally, it is easy to equate change with failure. The Cold War and the shifting
balance of European power rneant that France had to adapt its policies and actions to fit
the situation. Rather than speaking in terrns of its failure, French policy should be
praised for the deft manner in which it bounced back fiom shocks that wou1d have sent
American foreign policy into a ailspin. If the fact that France failed to accomplish many
of the secondary goals set out in 1944 - 1945 rneant its entire foreign policy was a
failure, then would not the same be mie of American policy? Many of the goals the
United States set out to achieve at the end of the war were not accomplished in the
manner originally conceived. Therefore, the brilliance of French foreign policy in the
penod between 1944 - 1948 was just how much was accomplished in the fiarnework of a
war-ravaged nation smiggling to regain a position of independence and respect.

The Yalta

on fer en ce'^^

Protocol of Proceedings of Crimea Conference

The Crimea Conference of the heads of the Govemmencs of the United States of
Amerka, the United Kingdom, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which took
place from Feb. 4 to 11, came to the following conclusions:

It nas dccided:

1. Thar Lrnired Nations conference on the proposed world organization should be
summoned for Wednesday, 75 Apri1, 1945, and should be held in the United States of

.Arnerica.
7. The nations to be invited to this conference should be:

(a) the United Nations as they existed on 8 Feb., 1945; and
jb) Such of the Associated Nations as have declared war on the cornmon enemy by 1
March. 1945. (For this purpose, by the term ".lssociated h'ations" was meant the eight

Associated Sations and Turkey.) When the conference on world organization is held, the
dslegates of the United Kingdom and United State of Arnerica will support a proposa1 to
admit to original rnernbership two Soviet Socialist Republics, Le., the Ukraine and White
Russia.
3. That the United States Government, on behaif of the three powers, should consult the
Government of China and the French Provisional Guvernment in regard to decisions
taken at the present conference concerning the proposed world organization.
4. That the text of the invitation to be issued to al1 the nations which would take pan in

the United Nations conference shouId be as follows:
"The Goverment of the United States of America, on behalf of itself and of the
Govemrnents of the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics and the
Republic of China and of the ProvisionaI Govemment of the French Repubiic invite the
Govemment of -------- to send representarives to a conference to be held on 25 April,
1945, or soon thereafter , at San Francisco, in the United States of Amenca, to prepare a
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charter for a general international organization for the maintenance of international peace
and security.
"The above-named Govemments suggest that the conference consider as affording a basis
for such a Charter the proposals for the establishment of a general international
organization which were made public last October as a resu!? of the Dumbarton Oaks
conference and which have now been supplemented by the following provisions for
Section C of Chapter VI:
C. Voting
" 1.

Each member of the Security Council should have one vote.

"2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters should be made by an
affirmative vote of seven members.

"3. Decisions of the Secuity Council on al1 matters should be made by an affirmative
vote of seven rnembers, including the concurring votes of the permanent memben;
provided that, in decisions under Chapter VIII, Section A and under the second sentence
of Paragraph 1 of Chapter VIII, Section C, a party to a dispute should abstain from
voting.'
"Further information as to arrangements will be transmitted subsequently.
"In the event that the Government of -------- desires in advance of the conference to
present views or comments concerning the proposais, the Govemment of the United
States of America will be pleased to transmit such views and comments to the other
participating Governments."
Territorial tnisteeship:
It was agreed that the five nations which will have permanent seats on the Security
Council should consult each other prier to the United Nations conference on the question
of territorial tnisteeship.

The acceptance of this recommendation is subject to its being made clear that territorial
tnisteeship will only apply to
(a) existing mandates of the League of Nations; (b) temtories detached fiom the enemy
as a result of the present war; (c) any other territory which might voluntarily be placed
under rnisteeship; and (d) no discussion of actual territories is contemplated at the
forthcorning United Nations conference or in the prelirninary consultations, and it will be
a matter for subsequent agreement which territories within the above categories will be
place under tnisteeship.
[Begin first section published Feb., 13, 1945.1

il. D E C L a 4 T I O N OF LIBERATED EUROPE
The following declaration has been approved:

The Premier of the L'nion of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Prime Minister of the United
Kinjdom and the Prcsident of the United States of America have consulred with each
other in the cornmon interests of the people of theu counmes and hose of liberatcd
Europe. They jointly declarc their munial agreement ro concen during the tempocary
period of instabiliry in liberatcd Europe the policies of &eV ?&te Governmenu in
7ssistir.g rhz peoclss li'oeratcd ?om the dcrnimior. e i S a n Gsmmy 3nci the ?copies cf
;ne former Axis satellite stares Europe to solve by democntic rneans cheu pressing
political and econormc probiens.
The establishment of order in Europe and the rebuilding of national economic !ife m u t
be achieved by proctsses whch wilI enable h e tibented peoplcs to destroy the 1 s t
i.esri&s oinazism and h c i s m and CO i r e s e denocnnc inst:nitions of h e u own choice,
This is a orinciplè of rhe -4tlanUc Charrer - the ri$[ of riil people to choose the form of
yovernment under which the' will live - the restonrion of sovertign rights and selfpvernrnenr to those peoples who have been forcibIy deprived to them by the agpssor
nations.

Tu foster the conditions in which the liberated people may eltercise chese rights, the three
zovzrnrnents will joincly assisr the people in any Europan liberated srate or former .km
513t2 in Europe where, ln their judgment conditions require,
(a) to establish conditions of interna1 .=ce; (b) IO cany out emergmy relief masures
ior the relief oidisuessed ptoples; (c) to form interim govemmental authorities broadly
representative of al1 democratic elernents in the population and pied@ to the evfiest

possible csrablishcnr rhrough £ree eletrions oiGovements responsive to the will of
ris peopis: and (ci) to facilitate where necessap Ehe holding of wch elections.

Tns three Governrnents wiII consuit chc 0 t h Unitea Yanons and provisional authonties
orher Govenrnents in Eurcpe when marters ofdirec: interest to hem are under
socsideration.

7 l x n . in rhe opinion of ~ h *&es
e
Governrnenü. :onditrons in any Europsan Iioexted
jtate or fonner clvis sarellitc in Europe make such accion nccessary, they will
: r n e d i a t d y consult rogether on the measure ntcessary to Gischarse the joint
responsibilities set forrb in rhis declaration.
By this deciaration we rcaffirm our faith in tfic principlcs of the Adantic Charter, our
p ledge in rhe Declararion by the United Kations and OU determination to build in
~ooperationwith other peace-loving nations world order, under law, dcdicatcd to peace,
xcunty. Becdom a d generai we!l-omj of ali manlr;nd.
Lq issuing bis dec!arxiont the rhree powers express die hope that the Prorisional
Government of the French RepubIic may be associated wirh them in the procedm
sxgested.

[jEnd first section published Februarv, 13' 1945.1

It was agreed that Article 12 (a) of the Surrender terms for Germany should be amended
to read as follows:
"The United Kingdorn, the United States of h e n c a and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics shall possess supreme authority with respect to Gennany. in the exercise of
such authority they will take such steps, including the complete disrnernberment of
Germany as they deem requisite for future peace and security."
The smdy of the procedure of the dismemberment of Germany was referred to a
cornmittee consisting of Mr. Anthony Eden. Mr.John Winant, and klr. Fedor T. Gusev.
This body would consider the desirabilicy of associating with it a French representative.
W . ZOYE OF OCCUPATION FOR THE FRENCH A.iD CONTROL COLTCIL
FOR CERMANY.
[t was agreed that a zone in Gemany, to be occupied by the French forces, should be
allocated France. This zone would be forrned out of the British and Arnerican zones and
its extent would be senled by rhe British and Americans in consultation with the French
Provisional Governrnent.

It \vas also agreed that the French Provisional Governrnent should be invited to becorne a

member of the Allied Control Cowicil for Germany.

The following protocol has been approved:
Protocol
On the Talks Between the Heads of Three Governments at the Crirnean Conference on
the Question of the German Reparations in Kind
1. Gerrnany rnust pay in kind for the Iosses caused by her to the Allied nations in the

course of the war. Reparations are ro be received in the first instance by those countries
which have borne the main burden of the war have suffered the heaviest losses and have
organized victory over the enerny.
7. Reparation in kind is to be exacted from Germany in three following forms:

(a) Removals within nvo years korn the surrender of Germany or the cessation of
organized resistance korn the national wealth of Gemany located on the temtory of
Germany herself as well as outside her territory (equipment, machine tools, ships, rolling
stock, German investments abroad, shares of indusmal, transport and other enterprises in
Germany, etc.), these removals to be carried out chiefly for the purpose of destroying the
war potential of Germany. (b) Annual deliveries of goods h m cunent production for a
period to be futed. (c) Use of German labor.
3. For the working out on the above principles of a detailed plan for exaction of

reparation from Germany an AIlied reparation commission will be set up in Moscow. It

will consist of three representatives - one fiorn the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
one from the United Kingdorn and one fiom the United States of .Amerka.
4. With regard to the fixing of the totaI surn of the repararion as well as the distribution of
it arnong the countries which suffered from the German ag,gession,

the Soviet and

American delegations agreed as follows:
"The hloscow reparation commission should take in its initial snidies as a basis for
discussion the suggestion of the Soviet Govemment that the total sum of the reparation in
accordance with the points (a) and (b) of the Paragaph 2 should be 22 billion dollars and
thar 50 per cent should go to the linion of Soviet SociaIist Republics."
The British delqation was of the opinion that. pending consideration of the reparation
question by the Moscow reparricion commission. no figures of reparation should be
mentioned.

The above Soviet-.American proposal has been passed to the Moscow reparation
commission as one of the proposais to be considered by the commission.
VI. MAJOR WAR CRIbiIXALS

The conference ageed that the question of the major war crirninals should be the subject
of inquiry by the three Foreign Secretaries for report in due course afler the close of the
con ference.

[Begin second section published F e b r u q 13, 1945.1

The following declaration on Poland was agreed by the conference:
"-1.new situation has been created in Poland as a result of ber complete liberation by the
Red h y . Tnis calls for the establishment of a Polish Provisional Govemment which
can be more broadly based than was possible before the recent liberation of the western
part of Poland, The Provisional Governent which is now functioning in Poland should

therefore be reorganized on a broader dernocntic basis with the inclusion of democratic
leaders from Poland itseif and from Poles abroad. This new Govemment should then be
called the Polish Provisional Govemment of Xational Unity.
"M. Molotov. Mr.Hamrnan and Sir A. Clark Kerr are authorized as a commission to
consult in the first instance in Moscow with members of the present Provisional
Govemment and with other PoIish democratic leaders fiom within Poland and lÎom
ribroad, with a view to the reorganization of the present Govemrnent along the above
lines. This Polish Provisional Government of National Unity shall be pledged to the
holding of free and unfettered elections as soon as possible on the bais of universal
sufiage and secret ballot. in these élections ail democratic and ami-Kazi parties shall
have the right to take part and to put forward candidates.
"When a Polish Provisional of Govemment National Unity has been properly fonned in
conformity with the above, the Govemment of the U.S.S.R., which now maintains

diplornatic relations with the present Provisional Government of Poland, and the
Government of the United Kingdom and the Governent of the United States of America
will establish diplornatic relations with the new Polish Provisional Govemment National
Unity, and will exchange Ambassadors by whose reports the respective Govemrnents will
be kept informed about the situation in Poland.

"The three heads of Government consider that the eastern fiontier of Poland should
fo llow the Curzon Line with digressions fiom it in some regions of five CO eight
kilometers in favor of Poland. They recognize that Poland must receive substantial
accessions in territory in the nonh and west. They feel that the opinion of the new Polish
Provisional Government of Xationai Unity should be sought in due course of the extent
of these accessions and ihat rhe final delimitation of the western fiontier of Poland shouid
thcreafizr a w i r the peace conference."

Ir tvas agreed to recommend to Marshal Tito and to Dr. Ivan Subasitch:
Thrit the Tito-Subasitch agreement shuuld immediately be put into effect and a new
government formed on the basis of the agreement. (b) That as soon as the nrw
Government has been formed it should declare: (1) That the Anti-Fascist Assembly of the
National Liberation (XVNOf) will be extended to include members of the last Yugoslav
Skupstina who have not compromised themselves by coIlaboration with the enemy, thus
forming a body to be known as a temporary Parliament and (II) That legislarive acts
passed by the Xnti-Fascist Assembly of the National Liberation (AVNOJ) will be subject
to subsequent ratification by a Constituent Assembly; and that this statement should be
publishsd in the communiqd of the conference.
(a)

Notes on these subjects were put in by the British delegation and the American and
Soviet delegations agreed to consider them and give their views later.

There was an exchange of views between the Foreign Secretaries on the question of the
desirability of a Yugoslav-Bulgarian pact of alliance. The question at issue was whether a
state still under an armistice regime could be ailowed to enter into a treaty with another
state. Mr. Eden suggested that the Bulgarian and Yugoslav Govemments should be
informed that this could nos be approved. Mr. Stettinius suggested bac the British and
h e r i c a n Ambassadors should discuss the matter further with Mr. hfolotov in Moscow.
bir. Molotov agreed with the proposal of Mr. Stertinius.

XI. SOUTHEASTERV EUROPE
The British delegation put in notes for the consideration of their coileagues on the
followine subjects:

(a) The Conrrol Commission in Bulgaria. (b) Greek claims upon BuIgaria, more
particularly with reference to reparations. (c) Oil equipment in Rumania.

Mr. Eden, Mr. Stettinius and Mr. Molotov exchanged views on the situation in Iran. It
nas agreed that this matter should be pursued through the diplornatic charnel.

[Begin third section published February 13, 1945.1

MII. MEETIYGS OF THE THREE FOREIGN SECRETARES
The conference agreed that petmanent machine- should be set up for consultarion

benveen the ihree Foreign Secretaries; they should meet as often as necessary, probably
about svery three or four monrhs.
These meetings will be held in rotation in the three capitals, the first meeting being held
in London.
[End third section published Febniary 13, 1945.1
XIV. THE MONTREAüX CONVEYTION .kW THE STRAITS

It was agreed that at the next meeting of the three Foreign Secretaries to be heid in
London, they should consider proposals which it was understood the Soviet Government
would put fonvard in relation to the Montreau. Convention, and report to their
Governments. The Turkish Govemment should be informed at the appropriate moment.
The forgoing protocol was approved and siged by the three Foreign Secretaries at the
C nmean Conference February 11, 1945.
E. R. Stettinius Jr. M. Molotov hnthony Eden

AGREEMENT REGARDIIYG JAP.-LY
The leaders of the three great powers - the Soviet Union, the United States of Arnerica
and Great Britain - have agreed that in nvo or three months afier Gemany has
surrendered and the war in Europe is terminated, the Soviet Union shall enter into war
against Japan on the side of the Allies on condition that:
1. The status quo in Outer Mongolia (the Mongolian People's Republic) shall be
preserved.

2. The former rights of Russia violated by the treacherous attack of Japan in 1904 shall be
restored, viz.: (a) The southern part of Sakhalin as well as the islands adjacent to it shaIl
be returned to the Soviet Union; (b) The commercial port of Dairen sball be
internarionalized, the pre-eminent interests of the Soviet Union in this port being
safegarded, and the lease of Port Arthur as a naval base of the U.S.S.R. restored; (c) The
Chinese-Eastern Railroad and the South Manchurian Railroad, which provide an outlet to
Dairen, shall be jointly operated by the establishment of a joint Soviet-Chinese Company,

it being understood that the pre-eminent interests of the Soviet Union shall be
safeguarded and that China shall retain sovereignty in Manchuria;

3. The Kurile Islands shall be handed over to the Soviet Union.
It is understood that the agreement concernhg Outer Mongolia and the ports and
railroads refened to above will require concurrence of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
The President will take measures in order to maintain this concurrence on advice from
Marshal Stalin.
The heads of the three great powers have agreed that these claims of the Soviet Union
shall be unquestionably fulfilled after Japan has been defexed.

For its part. the Soviet Lrnion expresses i t recidiness to conclude with the Sational
Government of China a pact of fnendship and alliance benveen the U.S.S.R. and China in
order to render assistance ro China with its m e d forces for the purpose of l i b e r a ~ g
China &om the Japanese yoke.
(signed) Joseph Stalin Franklin D. Rooseveit Winston S. Churchill

The Potsdam

ou fer en ce'^^

Protocol of the Proceedings, August 1,1945

The Berlin Conference of the Three Heads of Govenunent of the U.S.S.R., U.S.A., and
U.K.? which rook place Iiom July 17 to Xugust 2, 1945, came to the following
conchsions:
1. EST.4BLISHMENT OF -4 COUNCIL OF FOREIGS MIhISTERS.
-4. The Conference reached the following agreement for the establishment of a Council of

Foreign Ministers to do the necessary preparatory work for the peace settlements:
"(1) There shall be established a Council composed of the Foreign Ministers of the
ünited Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, China, France, and the United
States.

"(2) (i) The Council shall normally meet in London which shall be the permanent seat of
the joint Secretariat which the Council will form. Each of the Foreign hilinisters will be
accompanied by a high-ranking Deputy, duly authorized to carry on the work of the
Council in the absence of his Foreign Ministers, and by a small staff of technicd
advisers.
" (ii) The first meeting of the Council shall be held in London not later chan September
1st 1945. Meetings may be held by cornmon agreement in other capitals as may be agreed
fiom time to time.
" (3) (i) As its immediate important task, the Council shall be authorized to h w up, with
a view to their submission to the United Nations, treaties of peace with Italy, Rumania,
Bulgaria, Hungary and Finland, and ro propose settlements of territorial questions
outsranding on the termination of the war in Europe. The Council shall be utiIized for the
preparation of a peace settlement for Germany ro be accepted by the Government of
Gemany when a government adequate for the purpose is established.

"(ii) For the discharge of each of these tasks the Council will be composed of the
Members representing those States which were signatory to the terms of surrender
imposed upon the enemy State concemed. For the purposes of the peace settlemenc for
Italy, France shall be regarded as a signatory to the ternis of surrender for M y . Other
Members will be invited to participate when rnatters directly concerning them are under
discussion.

Ig7 .4 Decacie o/'American Foreign Policy :Basic Documents. 194 1-49 Prepared nt the request
of the Senate Cornmittee on Foreign Relations By the Staff of the Cornmittee and the Deparunent
of State, (Washington, DC : Govenunent Printing Office),1950.

" (iii) Other matters may from time to time be referred to the Council by agreement
benveen the Member Governments.
"(4) (i) Whenever the Council is considering a question of direct interest to a State not
represented thereon, such State should be invited to send representatives to participate in
the discussion and study of that question.

"(ii) The Council may adapt its procedure to the particular problems under consideration.
In some cases it may hold its own preliminary discussions prior to the participation of
other interested States. In other cases, the Council may convoke a formal conference of
the State chiefly interested in s e e h g a solution of the particular problem."
B. It was agreed that the three Govemments should each address an idenrical invitation to
the Govenimenrs of China and France to adopt this text and to join in establishing the

Council. The rext of the approved invitation was as follows:
Councii of Foreign Ministers Drafi for identical invitation to be sent separately by each of
the ïhree Govemments to the Govemments of China and France.
"The Governrnents of the United Kingdom, the United States and the U.S.S.R.consider it
'
neccssary to begin without delay the essential preparatory work upon the peace
senlemenrs in Europe. To this end they are agreed that there should be established a
Council of the Foreign Ministers of the Five Great Powers to prepare treaties of peace
with the European enemy States?for submission to the United Nations. The Council
would also be empowered to propose settlernents of outstanding territorial questions in
Europe and to consider such other matters as rnember Govemrnents might agree to refer
to it.
"The text adopted by the Three Governments is as follows:
"In agreement with the Governrnents of the United States and U.S.S.R., His Majesty's
Govemment in the United Kingdom and U.S.S.R.,the United States Government, the
United Kingdom and the Soviet Govemment extend a cordial invitation to the
Government of China (France) to adopt the text quoted above and to join in setting up the
Council. His Majesry's Govemment, The United States Govemment, The Soviet
Government anach much importance to the participation of the Chinese Goverment
(French Government) in the proposed arrangements and they hope to receive an early and
favorable reply to this invitation."
C. It was understood that the establishment of the Council of Foreign Ministers for the
specific purposes named in the text would be without prejudice to the agreement of the
Crimea Conference that there should be periodical consultation between the Foreign
Secretanes of the United States, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
Kingdom.

D. The Conference also considered the position of the European Advisory Commission in
the Iight of the Agreement to establish the Council of Foreign Ministers. It was noted
with satisfaction that the Commission had ably discharged its principal tasks by the
recommendations that it had furnished for the terms of surrender for Germany, for the

zones of occupation in Germany and Austria and for the inter-Allied control rnachinery in
those counmes. It was felt that further work of a detailed character for the coordination of
Allied policy for the control of Germany and Austria would in funire fa11 within the
cornpetence of the Control Council at Berlin and the Allied Commission at Viema.
.L\ccordingly it was agreed to recornmend that the European -4dvisory Commission be
dissolved.
II. THE PRINCIPLES TO GOVER! THE TREATMEKT OF G E W W N THE
NTIAL CONTROL PERIOD

1. In accordance with the Agreement on Control Machinery in Germany, supreme
authoriry in Gemany is exercised. on instructions fiom their respective Governments. by
the Commanders-in-Chief of the armed forces of the United States of hmerica, the
Cnited Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the French Republic, each
in bis own zone of occupation, and also jointly, in rnarters affecting Germany as a whole,
in their capacity as rnembers of the Conuol Council.

2. So far as is practicable, there shall be uniforrnity of treatment of the German
population throughout Germany.
3. The purposes of the occupation of Germany by which the Conaol Council shaIl be

-guided are:

(i) Tae complete disarmament and demilitarization of Germany and the elimination or
control of al1 German industry that could be used for military production. To these ends:(a) Ail German land, naval and air forces, the SS., SA., SD., and Gestapo, with al1 their
organizations, staffs and institutions, including the General Staff, the Officers' Corps,
Reserve Corps, military schools, w u veterans' organizations and al1 other military and
semi-rnilitary organizations, together with al1 clubs and associations which serve to keep
alive the military tradition in Germany, shall be completely and finally abolished in such
manner as permanently to prevent the revival or reorganization of German militarism and
Nazism:

[b) Al1 ams, ammunition and implements of war and al1 specialized facilities for their
production shall be held at the disposa1 of the Allies or desuoyed. The maintenance and
production of al1 aircrafl and ail arms. ammunition and implements of w u shail be
prevented.
(ii) To convince the German people that they have suffered a total military defeat and that
they cannot escape responsibility for what they have brought upon themselves, since their
own ruthiess warfare and the fanaticai Nazi resistance have destroyed German economy
and made chaos and suffenng inevitable.
(iii) To destroy the National Socialist Pany and its affiliated and supervised
organizations, to dissolve al1 Nazi institutions, to ensure that they are not revived in any
fom, and to prevent a11 Nazi and militarist activity or propaganda.

(iv) To prepare for the evennial reconstruction of German politicaI life on a democratic
basis and for eventual peaceful cooperation in international life by Germany.
4. Al1 Nazi laws which provided the basis of the Hitler regime or established

discriminations on grounds of race, creed, or political opinion shall be abolished. No such
discriminations, whether legal, administrative or otherwise, shall be tolerated.
5 . War criminals and those who have participated in planning or c a r ~ n out
g 'iazi
enterprises involving or resulting in atrocities or war crimes shall be arrested and brought
to judgrnent. Xazi leaders, uifluential Nazi supporters and high officiais of Xazi
organizations and institutions and any other persons dangerous to the occupation or its
objectives shall be arrested and interned.
6. -411rnernbers of the Xazi Parry who have been more chan nominal participants in its
activities and al1 other persons hostile ta Allied purposes shail be removed from public

and semi-public office, and from positions of responsibility in important private
undenakings. Such persons shall be replaced by persons who, by their political and moral
qualities, are deemed capable of assisring in developing genuine democratic institutions
in Germany.
7. German education shall be so controiled as completely to elirninate Nazi and militarist
docmnes and to make possible the successful development of democratic ideas.
S. The judicial system will be reorganized in accordance with the principles of

ciemocracy, ofjustice under law, and of equal rights for al1 cirizens without distinction of
race, nationaliry or religion.
9. The administration in Germany should be directed towards the decentralization of the

political structure and the development of local responsibility. To this end:
(i) local self-government shall be restored tbroughout Germany on democratic principles
and in particular through eIective councils as rapidly as is consistent with rnilitary
security and the purposes of rnilitary occupation;
(ii) al1 democratic political parties with rights of assembIy and of public discussion shall
be allowed and encouraged throughout Germaiïy;
(iii) representative and elective principles shall be introduced into regional, provincial
and state (Land) administration as rapidly as may be justified by the successful
application of these principles in local self- government;
(iv) for the time being, no central Gennan Governent shalI be established.
Nonvithstanding this, however, certain essential central Geman administrative
departments, headed by State Secretaries, shall be estabhshed, particularly in the fields of
finance, transport, communications, foreign trade and industry. Such departments will act
under the direction of the Control Council.
10. Subject to the necessity for maintaining rnilitary security, fieedom of speech, press
and religion shalI be permitted, and religious institutions shalI be respected. Subject

likewise to the maintenance of military security, the formation of free trade unions shall
be permitted.

11. In order to eliminate Germany's war potential, the production of arms, ammunition

and implements of war as wel1 as al1 types of aircraft and sea-going ships shall be
prohibited and prevented. Production of metais, chernicals, machinery and other items
that are directly necessary to a war economy shall be rigidly conrrolled and resmcted to
Gcrmany's approved post-war peacetime needs to meet the objectives stated in Para-gaph
15. Productive capacity not needed for permitted production shall be removed in
accordance with the reparations plan recommended by the Xllied Commission on
Rspantions and approved by the Governments concerned or if not rernoved shall be
destroyed.
!2. At the earliesr practicable date, the Geman economy shall be decentralized for the
purpose of eliminating rhe present excessive concenuarion of economic power as
exemplified in particular by cmels, syndicates, msts and other monopolistic
arrangements.
13. In organizing the Geman Economy, primary emphasis shall be given to the

development of agriculture and peaceful domestic industries.
14. During the period of occupation Germany shalI be treated as a single economic unit.

To this end common policies shall be established in regard to:
(a) mining and industrial production and its allocation;
(b) agriculture, forestry and fishing;
(c) wages, prices and rationing;
(d) import and export programs for Germany as a whok;
(e) currency and banking, central taxation and customs;

(f) reparation and removal of industrial war potential;
(g) transportation and communications.

In applying these policies account shall be taken, where appropndte, of varying local
conditions.
15. Allied controls shall be imposed upon the German economy but only to the extent
necessary:

(a) to carry out programs of indusuial disarmament, demilitarization, of reparations, and
of approved exports and imports.
(b) to assure the production and maintenance of go& and services required to meet the
needs of the occupying forces and displaced persons in Gennany and essential to

maintain in Germany average living standards not exceeding the average of the standards
of living of European countries. (European countries means al1 European countries
excluding the United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R.).
(c) to ensure in the rnanner determined by the Control Council the equikiile dismbution
of essential commodities benveen the several zones so as to produce a balanced econorny
throughout Germany and reduce the need for imports.
id) to control Gerrnan industry and al1 economic and financial international transactions

including exports and imports, with the aim of prevenring Germany from developing a
war potential and of achieving the other objectives named herein.
(5)to

control al1 German public or private scientific bodies research and sxperimencal
instimcions. lab~ratories.et cetera connected with economic activicies.

16. In the imposition and maintenance of economic conuoIs established by the Control
Council, German administrative machinery shall be created and the German authorities
ahall be required to the fullest extent practicable to proclaim and assume administration
of such connols. Thus it should be brcjught home to the German people that the
responsibility for the administration of such controls and any break-down in these
controls will rest with themselves. Any German controls which may run counter to the
objectives of occupation will be prohibited.
17. Measures shall be promptly taken:

(a) to effect essential repair of transport;

(b) to enlarge coal production;
(c) to ma..imize agricultural output; and
(d) to erect emergency repair of housing and essential utilities.

18. Appropriate steps shall be taken by the Control Council to exercise controi and the
power of disposition over German- owned extemal assets not already under the control of
United Nations which have taken part in the war against Gerrnany.
19. Payment of Reparations should leave enough resources to enable the Gennan people
to subsist without external assistance. in working out the economic balance of Germany
the necessary means must be provided to pay for imports approved by the Controi
CounciI in Germany. The proceeds of exports from current production and stocks shall be
available in the first place for payment for such imports.
The above clause will not apply to the equipment and products referred to in paragraphs 4
(a) and 4 (b) of the Reparations Agreement.

1. Reparation ciairns of the U.S.S.R. shalI be met by removals from the zone of Germany
occupied by the U.S.S.R., and fiom appropriate Geman extemal assets.

2. The U.S.S.R. undertakes to settle the reparation claims of Poland t?om its otvn share of
reparations.

3. The reparation claims of the United States, the United Krngdorn and other counmes
entitled to reparations shall be met frorn the Westem Zones and from appropriate Gennan
extemal assets.
4. In addition to the reparations to be taken by the U.S.S.R. £tom its own zone of

occupation, the U.S.S.R. shall receive additionally fiom the Westem Zones:
(a) 15 per cent of such usable and complete industrial capital equipment, in the tirst place

from the metallurgical. chernical and machine rnanufacturing industries as is unnecessary
for rhe German peace econorny and should be rernoved from the Western Zones of
Germany, in exchange for an equivalent value of food. coal, potash, zinc, timbrr, ciay
products. petroleum products, and such other cornmodities as rnay be agreed upon.
(b) 10 per cent of such indusmal capital equipment as is unnecessary for the German

peace economy and should be removed frorn the Westem Zones, to be transferred to the
Soviet Govemment on reparations account without payment or exchange of any kind in
retum.
Removals of equipment as provided in (a) and (b) above shaI1 be made simuItaneousIy.
5. The amount of equipment to be removed fiom the Western Zones on account of
reparations rnust be determined within six months £rom now at the lasest.
6. Removals of indusmal capital equipment shall begin as soon as possible and shall be
cornpteted within two years from the determination specified in paragraph 5. The
delivery of products covered by 4 (a) above shall begin as soon as possible and shall be
made by the U.S.S.R.in agreed installments within five years of the date hereof. The
detemination of the amount and character of the indusmal capital equipmcnt
unnecessary for the German peace economy and therefore availabie for reparation shall
be made by the Control Council under policies fixed by the -4llied Commission on
Reparations, with the participation of France, subject to the final approvd of the Zone
Commander in the Zone fiom which the equipment is to be removed.

7. Prior to the fixing of the total amount of equipment subject to rernoval, advance
deliveries shall be made in respect to such equipment as will be determined to he eligibk
for delivery in accordance with the procedure set forth in the Iast sentence of paragraph 6.
8. The Soviet Government renounces al1 claims in respect of reparations to shares of

German enterprises which are located in the Western Zones of Gennany as weil as to
German foreign assets in ail counmes except those specified in paragraph 9 below.
9. The Governments of the U. K. and U.S. A. renounce al1 claims in respect of
reparations to shares of German enterprises which are located in the Eastern Zone of
occupation in Germany, as well as to German foreign assers in Bulgaria, F~niand,
Hungw, Rurnania and Eastem Ausma.

IO. The Soviet Govemment makes no daims to gold capwed by the Allied troops in
Germany.

IV.DISPOSAL OF THE GERMALT NAVY AND MERCHANT MARINE
-4. The following pnnciples for the distribution of the German Navy were agreed:

The total suength of the German surface navy, excluding ships sunk and those taken
over from Allied Yations, but inchding ships under construction or repair, shall be
divided equally among the U.S.S.R.,U.K., and U.S. A.

( 1)

(,2)Ships under consmiction or repair mean chose ships whose construction or repair may
be completed within three ro six months, according to the type of ship. Wherher such
ships under consrmction or repair shall be complered or repaired shall bt: determined by
the technical commission appointed by the Three Powers and referred to below, subjecc
to the principle that their completion or repair must be achieved within the timc limits
above provided, without any increase of skilled ernployrnent in the Geman shipyards and
without permitting the reopening of any Gerrnan ship building or connected industries.
Completion date means the date when a ship is able to go out on its first trip, or, under
peacerime standards, would refer to the customary date of delivery by shipyard to the
Gowrnment.
(3) The larger part of the German submarine fleet shall be s u d . Not more than t h i q
submarines shall be preserved and divided equdly benveen the U.S.S.R., U.K., and U.S.
.A. for experimental and techical purposes.
(4) A11 stocks of armament, ammunition and supplies of the German Navy appenaining
to the vessels transferred pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (3) hereof shall be handed over
to the respective powers receiving such ships.

(5) The Three Govements agree to constitue a mpartite naval commission comprising
nvo representatives for each government, accompanied by the requisite staff, to subrnit
agreed recornrnendations to the Three Govements for the allocation of specific German
warships and to handle other derailed maners arising out of the agreement benveen the
Three Govemments regarding the German fleet. The Commission will hold its first
meeting not later than 15th August, 1945, in Berlin, which shall be irs headquarters. Each
Delegation on the Commission will have the nght on the basis of reciprocity to inspect
German warships wherever they may be located.

(6) The Three Govements agreed that transfers, including those of ships under
construction and repair, shall be completed as soon as possible, but not later than L5th
February, 1946. The Commission will subrnit formightly reports, inciuding proposais for
the progressive allocation of the vessels when agreed by the Commission.
B. The following principles for the distribution of the G m a n Merchant Marine were
agreed:(1) The German Merchant Marine, surrendered to the Three Powers and wherever
located, shall be divided equaiIy among the U.S.S.R., the U. K., and the U.S. A. The

acnial transfers of the ships to the respective countries shall take place as soon as
practicable after the end of the war against Japan. The Unikd Kingdom and the United
States will provide out of theu shares of the swrendered Gennan merchant ships
appropriate amounts for other PIlIied States whose merchant marines have suffered heavy
losses in the comrnon cause against Germany, except that the Soviet Union shall provide
out of its share for Polmd.
( 2 ) The allocation, manning, and operation of these ships during the Japanese War period
shall fa11 under the cognizance and autbority of the Combined Shipping Adjusment
Board and the United Maritime Authority.

(3) While acnial iransfer of the ships shall be deIayed und after the end of the war wirh
Jripan, a Tripmite Shipping Commission shall inventory and value al1 available ships and
recommend a specific disniburion in accordance with paragraph (1).
(4) German inland and coastaI ships derermined to be necessary to the maintenance of the
basic Gennan peace economy by the Allied Control Cowicil of Germany shall noc be
included in the shipping pool thus divided arnong the Three Powers.

(4) The Three Governments agree tu constitute a tripartite merchant marine commission

comprising nvo represencatives for each Government, accompanied by the reqtisite staff,
to submit agreed recommendations to the Three Govemments for the allocation of
specific German merchant ships and to handle other detailed matters arising out of the
agreement benveen the Three Governments regarding the Geman merchant ships. The
Commission will hoId its first meeting not later than September Ist, 1945, in Berlin,
which shall be its headquarters. Each delegation on the Commission will have the right
on the basis of reciprocity to inspect the German merchant ships wherever they may be
located.
V. CITY OF KOEhiIGSBERG AND

THE ADJACENT AREA.

The Conference examined a proposal by the Sovier Government to the effect that pending
the final determination of territorial questions at the peace settlement, the section of the
western fiontier of the Union of Soviet Sociaiist Republics which is adjacent to the Baltic
Sea should pass from a point on the eastern shore of the Bay of Danzig to the east, north
of Braunsberg-Goldap, to the meeting point of the fiontiers of Lithuania, the Polish
Republic and East Prussia.

ïhe Conference has agreed in principle to the proposai of the Soviet Government
concerning the ultimate transfer to the Soviet Union of the City of Koenigsberg and the
area adjacent to it as described above subject to expert examination of the actual frontier.

The President of the United States and the British Prime Minister have declared that they
wi1I support the proposa1 of the Conference at the forrhcoming peace settlement.
VI. WAR CR[MINALS.
f i e Three Governments have taken note of the discussions which have been proceeding
in recent weeks in London between British, United States, Soviet and French

representatives with a view to r e a c b g agreement on the methais of trial of those major
war crirninals whose crimes under the Moscow Dedaration of October, 1943 have no
particular geographical localization. The Three Governments reaffirm their intention to
bring these criminals to swift and sure justice. They tiope that the negotiations in London
wiil result in speedy agreement behg reached for this purpose, and they regard it as a
matter of great importance that the trial of these major criminals should begin at the
sarliest possible date. The fmt list of defendants will be pubbshed before 1st September.

The Conference examined a proposa1 by the Soviet Governmenc on the extension of the
authoril of the Ausman Provisional Government to al1 of .Austria.
The three governments agreed chat they were prepared CO examine this question after the
sntry of the British and h e r i c a n forces into the city of Vienna.
It was agreed that reparations should nor be exacted from Ausuia.

A. DECLARATION.

We have caken note with pleasure of the agreement reached among representative Poles
from Poland and abroad which has made possible the formation, in accordance with the
decisions reached at the Crimea Conference, of a Polish Provisional Govemment of
National Unity recognized by the k e Powers. The estabfistirnent by the British and
United States Governmenn of diplornatic relations with the Polisb Provisional
Government of National Unity bas resulted in the withdrawal of cheir recognition from
the former Polish Government in London, which no longer exists.

The British and United States Governments have taken measures to protect the interest of
the PoIish ProvisionaI Government of National Unity as the recognized government of
the Polish State in the property belonging to the Polish State located in their territories
and under their control, whatever the form of this property may be. They have further
taken measures to prevent ôlienation to third parties of such property. Al1 proper facilities
will be given to the Polish Provisional Government of National Unity for the exercise of
the ordinary Iegal remedies for the recovery of any property belonging to rhe Polish State
which may have been wrongfûlly alienated.
The Three Powers are anxious to assist the Polish ProvisionaI Govemment of National
Unity in facilitating the r e m to Poland as soon as practicable of al1 Poles abroad who
wish to go, inchding members of the Polish Amed Forces and the Merchant Marine.
They expect that those Poles who r e m home shaIl be accorded personal and property
rights on the sarne basis as ai1 Polish citizens

The Three Powers note that the Poiish Provisionai Govemment of National Unity, in
accordance with the decisions of the Crimea Conference, has agreed to the holding of
free and unfettered eiections as soon as possible on the basis of universal sufige and
secret ballot in which al1 democratic and anti-Nazi parties shdl have the right to take part

and to put forward candidates, and that representatives of the Allied press shall enjoy full
freedom to report to the world upon developments in Poland before and during the
elections.

In conformity with the agreement on Poland reached at the Crimea Conference the three
Heads of Government have sought the opinion of the PoIish Provisional Govemment of
National Unity in regard to the accession of temtory in the north 'end west which Poland
should receive. The President of the National Council of Poland and members of the
Polish Provisional Goverunent of Sational Unity have bem received at the Conference
and have fully presented rhcir views. The three Heads of Governrnent reaffrrm ïheir
opinion that the final deIimitation of the western frontier of Poland should await the
peacc senlement.
The three Heads of Government agree that, pending the h a 1 determination of Poland's
western fiontier, the former German temtories cast of a line running fiom the Baltic Sea
irnmediately West of Swinamunde, and thence along the Oder Eùver to the confluence of
the western Keisse River and along the Western Keisse to the Czechoslovak frontier,
including that portion of East Prussia not placed under rhe administration of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics in accordance with the understanding reached at this
conference and including the area of the former fiee city of Danzig, shall be under the
administration of the PoIish State and for such purposes should not be considered as part
of the Soviet zone of occupation in Germany.
IX. CONCLUSIOX on PEACE TREATIES AYD ADMISSION TO THE UEI'ITED
SATIONS ORGAhZATIOK.

The three Govements consider it desirabie that the present anomalous position of Italy,
Bulgaria, Finland, H u n g q and Rurnania should be terminated by the conclusion of
Peace Treaties. They trust that the other interested AIIied Govenunents will share these
views.
For their part the three Governments have included the preparation of a Peace Treaty for
Italy as the first among the imrnediate important tasks to be undertaken by the new
Council of Foreign Ministers. Italy was the first of the Axis Powers to break with
Germany, to whose defeat she has made a material contribution, and has now joined with
the Allies in the suygle against Japan. Italy has fked herseif fiom the Fascist regime
and is making good progress towards reestablishrnent of a democratic govement and
institutions. The conclusion of such a Peace Treaty with a recognized and democratic
Italian Govemment will make it possible for the three Governments to fulfill their desire
to support an application f?om Italy for membership of the United Xations.
The three Govemtnents have also charged the Council of Foreign Ministers with the task
of preparing Peace Treaties for Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary and Rumania. The conclusion
of Peace Treaties with recognized democratic goveniments in these States wiIl also
snable the three Governments to support applications flom them for membership of the
United Nations. The tbree Govements agree to examine each separately in the near

future in the light of the conditions then prevailing, the establishment of diplomatic
relations with Finland, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hungary to the extent possible prior to the
conclusion of peace treaties with those countries.
The three Governrnents have no doubt that in view of the changed conditions resulting
from the termination of the war in Europe, representatives of the Allied press will enjoy
hl1 Iieedom to report to the world upon developments in Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary
and Finland.
.As regards the admission of other States into the United 'Jations Organization, Article 4
of the Charter of the United Nations declares that:
1. Membership in the United Nations is open to al1 other peace-lovin,o States who accept
the obligations contained in the present Charter and. in the judgment ofthe organization,
are able and willing to cary out these obligarions;

7, The admission of any such State to membership in the United Nations will be effected
by a decision of the General Xssembly upon the recommendation of the Securiry Council.

The three Governrnents, so far as they are concerned, will support applications for
rnembership from those States which have remained neutral during the war and which
fulfill the qualifications set out above.
The three Governments feel bound however to make it clear that they for their part would
not favour any application for membership put foward by the present Spanish
Govemment, which, having been founded with che support of the Avis Powers, does not,
in view of its origins, its nature, its record and its dose association with the aggressor
States, possess the qualifications necessary to justiv sucb membership.
.Y. TERRITORIAL TRUSTEESHIP.

The Conference exarnined a proposai by the Soviet Govemrnent on the question of
tmsteeship territories as defined in the decision a€the Crimea Conference and in the
Charter of the United Nations Organization.
Afier an exchange of views on this question it was decided that the disposition of any
former ltalian colonial territories was one to be decided in connection with the
preparation of a peace neaty for Italy and thar the question of Italian colonial temtory
would be considered by the September Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs.
'a. REVISED ALLIED C0h"TROL COMMISSION PROCEDURE N RüM.k\TA,
BULGARIA, .4ND HUNGARY.

The three Govements took note that the Soviet Representatives on the Ailied ControI
Commissions in Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hungary,have communicated to their United
Kingdom and United States colleagues proposais for improving the work of the Control
Commissions, now that hostilities in Europe have ceased.
The three Govements agreed that the revision of the procedures of the Allied Control
Commissions in these countries would now be undertaken, taking into account the

interests and responsibilities of the three Govements which together presented the
terms of armistice to the respective countries, and accepting as a basis, in respect of a11
three counmes, the Soviet Government's proposals for Hungary as annexed hereto.
(Annex 1)

The Three Govemments, having considered the question in al1 its aspects, recognize chat
the rransfer to Germany of German populations, or elements thereof, remaining in
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary,tvill have to be undenaken. They agree that any
transfers that take place should be effected in an orderly and humane manner.
Since the influx of a large number of Gmnans into Germany would increase the burden
already resting on the occupying authorities, they consider that the Conuol Council in
Germany should in the first instance examine the problem, with cpecial regard to the
question of the equitable distribution of these Gerrnans among the several zones of
occupation. They are accordingly instructing their respective representatives on the
Control Council to report to their Governments as soon as possible the eaent to which
such persons have already entered Germany from Poland, Czechosiovakia and Hungary,
to submit an estimate of the rime and rate at which further transfers could be canied out
having regard to the present situation in Germany.
The Czechoslovak Goverment, the Polish Provisional Government and the Control
Council in Hungary are at the same time being informed of the above and are being
requested meanwhile to suspend further expulsions pending an examination by the
Govemments concemed of the report from their re9resentatives on the Control CounciI.

XIII. OIL EQLJIPMENT iN RüMAi'i'A.
The Conference agreed to set up two bilateral commissions of experts, one to be
composed of United Kuigdom and Soviet Members and one to be composed of United
States and Soviet Members, to investigate the facts and examine the documents, as a
basis for the settlement of questions arising from the remova! of oii equipment in
Rumania. It was further agreed that these experts shall begin their work within ten days,
on the spot.

It was agreed that Allied troops should be withdrawn immediately fiom Tehran, and that
further stages of the withdrawal of troops frorn iran should be considered at the meeting
of the Council of Foreign Ministers to be held in London in September, 1945.

W. THE IhiTEkYATIONAL ZONE OF TANGER.
-4 proposal by the Soviet Governent was examined and the foIIowing decisions were

reached:

Having examined the question of the Zone of Tangier, the three Govemments have
agreed that this Zone, which includes the City of Tangier and the area adjacent to it, in
view of its special strategic importance, shall remain international.
The question of Tangier will be discussed in the near future at a meeting in Paris of
representatives of the Govemments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United States of America, the United Kingdom and France.
'<VI. THE BLACK SEA STRAITS.

The Three Govenunents recognized that the Convention concluded at Montreux should
be revised as failing to meet present-day conditions.
It was agreed that as the nexr step the mamr should be the subjrct of direct conversations
bcnveen each of the three Governments and the Turkish Govsrnrnent.

XVII. ISTERlYXTIONAL iSLk\D WATERWAYS.

The Conference considered a proposal of the U.S. Delegation on this subject and agreed
to refer it for consideration co the forthcoming meeting of the Council of Foreign
ivlinisters in London.
XVIII. EüROPEAN INLkXD TRANSPORT COhTEREKCE.
The British and U.S. Delegations to the Conference informed the Soviet Delegation of
the desire of the British and U.S. Govemments to reconvene the European Inland
Transport Conference and stated that they would ivelcome assurance that the Soviet
Government would pamcipate in the work of the reconvened conference. The Soviet
Govemment agreed that it would participate in this conference.

'W. DIRECTMS TO MILITARY COMh,1GWERS ON ALLED COhTROL
COWCIL FOR GERMANY.
The Three Governments agreed that each would send a directive to its representative on
the Control Council for Gemany informing him of ail decisions of the Conference
affecting matters within the scope of his duties.

USE OF ALLIED PROPERTY FOR SATELLITE RIPARATIONS OR WAR
TROPHIES.

L

U

.

The proposa1 ( A M ~ X
II)presented by t&e United States Delegation was accepted in
principle by the Conference, but fhe cirafting of an agreement on the matter was lefi to be
worked out through diplornatic channels.
.W.i\liEITARY TALKS.

During the Conference there were meetings berween the Chiefs of Staff of the Three
Governments on military matters of cornmon interest.

TEXT OF A LETTER TRANSMIïTED ON JULY 12 TO THE REPRESEWTATNES
OF THE U.S. AND U. K. G O V E R W N T S ON THE ALLIED CONTRQL
COMbIISSIOX I
XHUNGARY.
In view of the changed situation in connection with the termination of the war against
Gemany, the Soviet Goverment fuids it necessary to establish the following order of
work for the Allied Control Commission in Hungary.
1. During the period up to the concIusion of peace with Hungary the President (or VicePresident) of the ACC will regularly cal1 conferences with the British and BLmerican
represenratives for the purpose of discussing the most important questions relating to the
work of the ACC. The conferences will be called once in I O days, or more frequently in
case of need.

Directives of the .\CC on questions or principie will be issued to the Hungarian
authorines by the President of the -4llied Conrrol Commission after agreement on these
directives wirh the English and .knerican representatives.
2. The British and American representatives in the ACC will take part in generztl
conferences of heads of divisions and delegates of the ACC, convoked by the President
of the ACC, which meetings will be regular in nature. The British and American
representatives will also participate personally or through their representatives in
appropriate instances in mixed commissions created by the President of the XCC for
questions connected with the execution by the K C of its functions

3. Free muvernent by h e American and British representatives in the country will be
permitted provided that the ACC is previously informed of the time and route of the
journeys.
4. hl1 questions connected with permission for the ennance and exit of members of the

staff of the British and .knerican represenratives in Hungary will be decided on the spot
by the President of the ACC within a cime limit of not more than one week.
5 . The bnnging in and sending out by plane of mail, cargoes and diplornatic couriers wiIl
tle carried out by the British and American representatives on the ACC under
arrangements and within time limits established by the .CC,or in special cases by
previous coordination with the President of the ACC.

I consider it necessary to add to the above that in al1 other points the existing Statutes
regarding the ACC in Hüngary, which was confirmed on fanuary 20, 1945, shalI remain
in force in the fume.

USE OF ALLIED PROPERTY FOR SATELITE REPARATIONS OR W.4R
TROPHIES
1. The burden of reparation and "war trophies" should not fa11 on Allied nationals.

2. Capital Equipment-We object to the removal of such Allied property as reparations,
"war trophies", or under any other guise. Loss would accrue to Allied nationals as a result
of destruction of plants and the consequent loss of markets and trading connections.
Seizure of Allied property makes impossible the fulfillment by the satellite of its
obligation under the armistice to restore intact the rights and interests of the Allied
Nations and their nationals.
n e United States looks to the other occupying powers for the retum of any equipment
already removec! and the cessation of removals. Where mch equipment wiIl not or cannot
be returned, the US.will dernand of the satellite adequate, effective and prompt
compensacion to Amencan nationals, and that such compensation have priority equal to
thac of the reparations payment.
These principles apply to al1 property wholly or substantially owned by Xllied nationals.
In rhe event of removals of property in which the Xmerican as well as the entire Allied
interest is less than substantial, the U.S. expects adequate, effective, and prompt
compensation.
3. Current Production-While the U.S. does not oppose reparation out of current
production of Allied investments, the satellite must provide irnrnediate and adequate
compensation to the hllied nationals including sufficient foreign exchange or products so
that thoy can recover reasonable foreign currency expendinires and nansfer a reasonable
retum on their investrnent. Such compensation rnust also have equal priority with
reparations.

We deem it essential that the satellites not conclude treaties, agreements or arrangements
which deny to Allied nationals access, on equal terms, to their-nade, nw materials and
industry; i d appropriately- modiS any exi&ng arrangements which may have that
effect.
(b)ProcIamation Defining Ternis for Japanese Surrender, July 26, 1945
(1 j We-The President of the United States, the President of the National Govemrnent of
the Republic of China, and the Prime Minister of Great Britain, representing the hundreds
of miilions of our countrymen, have confened and agree that Japan shall be given an
oppomnity to end this war.

(2) The prodigious land, sea and a u forces of the United States, rhe British Empire and of
China, many tirnes reinforced by their m i e s and a u fleew fiom the West, are poised to
strike the final blows upon Japan. This military power is sustained and inspired by the
determination of al1 the Allied Nations to prosecute the war against Japan until she ceases
to cesist.

(3) The result of the futile and senseless German resistance to the might of the aroused
fiee peoples of the world stands forth in awful clarîty as an exarnple to the people of
Japan. The might that now converges on Japan is irnmeasurably greater than that which,
when applied to the resisting Nazis, necessarily laid waste to the lands, the industry and
the method of life of the whole German people. The full application of our military
power, backed by our resolve, Al1 mean the inevitable and complete destruction of the

Japanese m e d forces and just as inevitably the utter devastation of the Japanese
homeland.
(4) The time has corne for Japan to decide whether she will continue to be controlled by
those self-willed militaristic advisers whose unintelligent calculations have brought the
Empire of Japan to the threshold of annihilation, or whether she will follow the path of
reason.

(5) Following are our terms. We will not deviate £rom them. There are no ahematives.
We shall brook no delay.
(6) There rnust be eliminated for al1 time the authority and influence of those who have
Jeceived and misled the people of Japan into embarking on world conques, for we insist

that a new order of peace security and justice will be impossible until irresponsible
militansrn is driven from the world.
( 7 ) Until such a new order is established and until there is convincing proof that Japan's
war-making power is destroyed, points in Japanese temtory to be designated by the
Allies shall be occupied to secure the achievement of the basic objectives we are here
setting forth.

(8) The t e n s of the Cairo Declaration shall be carried out and Japanese sovereignty shall
be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands
as we determine.
(9) The Japanese military forces, afier being completely disarmed, shall be permitted to

return to their homes with the opportunity to lead peacef'ul and productive lives.
(10) We do not intend that the Japanese shall be enslaved as a race or destroyed as a
nation, but stem justice shall be meted out to al1 war cnrninals, including those who have
visited cruelties upon our prisoners. The Japanese Goverment shall rernove a11 obstacIes
to the revival and strengthening of democratic tendencies among the Japanese people.
Freedom of speech, of religion, and of thought, as well as respect for the fundamental
human rights shall be established.
(1 1) Japan shall be permitted to maintain such industries as will sustain her economy and
permit the exaction of just reparations in kind, but not those [industries] which would
enable her to re-am for war. To this end, access to, as distinguished from control of, raw
materials shall be permitted. Eventual Japanese participation in wodd trade relations shall
be permitted.

(12) The occupying forces of the Allies shall be withdram from Japan as soon as these
objectives have been accomplished and there has been established in accordance with the
keeiy expressed will of the Japanese people a peacefully inclined and responsible
;ovement.
(1 3) We cal1 upon the govemment of Japan to proclaim now the unconditional surrender
of al1 Japanese anned forces, and to provide proper and adequate assurances of their good
faith in such action. The alternative for Japan is prompt and utter destruction.
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